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1. INTRODUCTION 
1.1. Let G(F,) be the group of rational points of a reductive con- 
nected algebraic group G over a finite field Fq. The problem we are concer- 
ned with is that of computing the values of the irreducible characters of 
G(F,) at unipotent elements. The purpose of this paper is to present a 
method by which this problem can be attacked. 
1.2. First, we shall review some of the earlier results concerned 
with our problem. In the case where G(F,,) is GL,(F,) (resp. Sp,(F,), q 
odd, G,(F,) (q, 6) = 1) the problem has been solved by Green [7] (resp. 
Srinivasan [24], Chang-Ree [S]). 
For general G in large characteristic, Springer [20] has initiated a 
program of expressing the Green functions (values of the characters R", of 
[6] at unipotent elements) in form of trigonometric sums on the Lie 
algebra and also in geometric form. This has been carried out in 1201 and 
in Kazhdan’s paper [lo]. 
This did not cover the case of bad characteristic and not even the case of 
good but small characteristic. (Note, however, that Kawanaka [S] has 
reduced the computation of Green functions of unitary groups in small 
characteristic to that in large characteristic.) 
In [ 121, Springer’s program was reformulated in terms of intersection 
cohomology of closures of unipotent classes; in this form it made sense in 
arbitrary characteristic. 
In [ 16, 17, 43 Shoji and BeynonSpaltenstein expressed the Green 
functions in large characteristic in the form of an algorithm or tables. From 
the results of [4] it follows easily that if G is an adjoint group of type E, or 
E, (in large characteristic) then any class function on the unipotent set of 
G(F,) can be expressed as an explicit linear combination of the Rt and 
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since the multiplicities in the R”, are known [13, 4.231 our problem is 
solved in this case. The same holds if G is simple of type Es or F4 (in large 
characteristic) if one restricts oneself to the class functions on the unipotent 
set of G(F,) which are orthogonal to one particular class function E; 
therefore in these cases our problem is reduced to expressing the single 
class function E as an explicit combination of irreducible characters of 
G(F,). This has been done by Kawanaka [9], again in large characteristic. 
If G is a classical group of type #A, the situation seems to be more 
complicated than for adjoint exceptional groups since in this case there can 
be many linearly independent functions on the unipotent set of G(F,) 
which cannot be expressed as linear combinations of the Ry.. 
1.3. We shall now explain our method. The space of class functions 
on G(F,) has two natural orthonormal bases: one, (fi), consists of the 
irreducible characters, the other one (,J’) consists of the characteristic 
functions of certain irreducible perverse sheaves on G, called character 
sheaves see [15, V 25.2, 25.71. Our problem is to compute the (f;) on the 
unipotent elements. To do this it is enough to solve two other problems: 
(a) compute they; at unipotent elements, 
(b) compute the transition matrix between the bases (L.), (,fl). 
Now problem (a) can be approached using the fact that the fl come 
from geometric objects (over Fq); this problem is closely related to the 
problem studied in [ 15, V 241 of computing the local intersection 
cohomology of the closures of a unipotent class of G with coefficients in a 
G-equivariant irreducible local system. 
Problem (b) is more difficult. The explicit form of the transition matrix 
in (b) is conjectured in [ 13, 13.61 and in the introduction to [ 15, V]. In 
[15, III 14.141 there is a formula which expresses thoseJ; which are com- 
ponents of a principal series representation in terms of the ,fl. This gives 
only part of the transition matrix in (b) but this informatton is already 
quite powerful. 
1.4. We shall now give a sample of the results that can be obtained 
with our methods. First of all, we can determine the Green functions of 
G(F,) assuming that G is adjoint simple, split over F, and q is subject to 
the following conditions: 
type A: no condition; type B: q odd; type C, D: q = 1 (mod 4); 
type G,, E,: q- 1 (mod 6); type F,, E,: q- 1 (mod 12); type E,: 
q 3 1 (mod 60). 
(This includes small, but good, characteristics in which case the Green 
functions were not previously known.) We can also compute for G as 
above, the character at unipotent elements of any irreducible represen- 
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tation of G(I;;) such that the corresponding semisimple lement in the dual 
group G*(F,) (see [6]) has centralizer of maximal semisimple rank. (The 
congruence conditions imposed on q ensure that these centralizers are split 
groups over F,.) These include, for example, all unipotent representations 
of G(E;). As mentioned already, for exceptional groups in large charac- 
teristic, these results were previously known [9]. 
1.5. Our method, gives also explicit formulas for the values of an 
arbitrary irreducible character of G(Fq) at unipotent elements, when G is 
adjoint, split of type B, or E, (q as in 1.4). The formulas are expressed in 
the form of equalites ,f’ = f, where f’ is the characteristic function of the 
intersection cohomology complex of the closure of a unipotent class with 
coefficients in an arbitrary irreducible G-equivariant local system, and f’ is 
an explicit Q-linear combination of objects obtained by twisted induction 
[ 111 from various F,-forms of a certain Levi subgroup of a parabolic sub- 
group. 
(In type E,, E,, L is always a torus, in type E,, L is either a torus of G 
itself; however, in type B there are many intermediate possibilities for L.) 
Now the functions f’ are expressed in [ 16; 17; 4; 15, V 241 as linear com- 
binations of the characteristic functions of irreducible equivariant local 
systems on the unipotent classes, with a triangular matrix with known 
entries and l’s on diagonal. On the other hand, the functions f‘ can be 
expressed as explicit linear combinations of irreducible characters of G( F,), 
by [ 13, 4.23; 2; 18, 2.191. Hence the equalities f’ = f may be regarded as 
explicit formulas for the irreducible characters of G(F,) at unipotent 
elements. 
1.6. In the course of writing this paper, we have found the follow- 
ing interesting property of character sheaves of G. (This property plays a 
role in the proofs.) According to [ 15, V 21.31, the character sheaves of G 
are indexed by a set of form I..I, Jz” where g runs over the “special” con- 
jugacy classes in the dual group and A, is a finite set which is a symplectic 
vector space over F, or a nonabelian analogue. Let A, be the character 
sheaf corresponding to m E J&‘~. For fixed g, let X, be the set of all m E Ax 
such that supp A,,, n {unipotent variety} is nonempty and of maximum 
dimension (say d). Then for m E X, this intersection contains a unique 
unipotent class C of dimension d; this class is independent of m (it is an 
invariant of ~5!~). Moreover, for m E X,, the restriction A, 1 C is (up to 
shift) an irreducible G-equivariant local system &, on C and m -+ ~9~ defines 
an injective map from X, to the set of isomorphism classes of irreducible 
G-equivariant local systems on C. Finally, the function f: Jz’~ -+ 2 defined 
by ,f(m) = rank &m for m E X, and f(m) = 0 for m $ XR is a “lagrangian sub- 
space” of J%‘~ in the sense of [ 13, 12.101; in particular, when ,%e’, is a sym- 
plectic vector space over F,, X, is a lagrangian subspace in the usual sense. 
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2. PRELIMINARIES ON CHARACTER SHEAVES 
2.1. We shall always denote by k an algebraic closure of a finite 
field F, with q elements and we shall fix a prime number 1 invertible in k. 
For any algebraic variety X over k, we denote 9X = 9:(X, Q,) the boun- 
ded derived category of constructible Q,-sheaves on X [3, 2.2.181; let =&A’ 
be the full subcategory of QX whose objects are the perverse sheaves on X, 
see [3]. 
If KE 9X we denote by .Z’K the ith cohomology sheaf of X, by AfJK its 
stalk at x E X and by “H’K the ith cohomology perverse sheaf of K, see [3]. 
The support of K is the closure of the set {x E K 1 2; K # 0 for some i}; it 
is denoted supp K. 
If X is irreducible of dimension d and lip is a local system on an open 
smooth subvariety V of X, there is a unique irreducible perverse sheaf, 
IC(X, 2’)[d] on X whose restriction to V is Y[d]. 
2.2. Let G be a connected reductive algebraic group over k. Let 
Y(G) be the set of isomorphism classes of &,-local systems S! of rank 1 on 
G such that Y @‘I z 0, for some integer n 3 I, invertible in k. Let ZZ’s be the 
identity component of the center of G. 
Let C be a unipotent conjugacy class in G and let & be an irreducible 
local system on C which is G-equivariant for the conjugation action. We 
say that 6 is a cuspidal local system if the following condition is satisfied: 
for any parabolic subgroup P$ G with unipotent radical U, and any 
unipotent element UE P/U, we have H:(n;‘(u)n C, R)=O where 7cP: 
P + P/U, is the natural map and 6 = dim(C) - dim(class of u in P/U,) (cf. 
[ 14, 2.21). 
2.3. Now let L be a closed subgroup of G which is a Levi subgroup 
of some parabolic subgroup of G and let d be a cuspidal local system 
(relative to L) on a unipotent class C of L. 
Let (SO,)r = {z E ZZ”“, 1Z,(z) has the same semisimple rank as L}. 
Let Z’= C’. 2”yS (identified with C x Yt”“, using multiplication) and Z, = 
C. (ZYT-),. Following [ 15, II 8.11 we define a diagram 
as follows 
Y= u x2,x-‘cG, 
\-EC; 
F=((~,~L)EG~(G/L)I~-‘~~EZ,}, 
~=((g,x)eGxGlx ‘gxd}, 
a( g, x) = .Y ‘g-u, mg, .u) = (R, XL), ?r( g, XL) = g. 
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Then Y is a smooth, irreducible subvariety of G and rt is a principal cover- 
ing of Y with group “JV = N(L)/,5 which acts on F by 
w,: (g, XL) + (g, x(k) ‘IL); 
(ri,~ N(L) is a representative of LV E %‘“). There is a canonical local system d 
on 7 characterized by /?*b = cc*(b Kl 1) where 8 0 1 is the inverse image 
of B under the natural map .Z + C. 
Let 9 be a local system in <Y(SO,). We denote by 2 the inverse image of 
9 under the map y: P+ 3; defined by (g, XL) -+ semisimple part of 
x ‘gx. Then d @ p is a local system on ? and rr! (2 @ 2) is local system 
on Y. Let K, be the perverse sheaf on G obtained by extending IC( Y, 
7c!(z; 8))[dim Y] E.&Y to G, by 0 on G- 9. Let .tiy, be the 
endomorphism algebra of K, (a semisimple object of .&‘G). By the 
definition of KY, we have canonically 
&‘y = endomorphism algebra of the local system TC,(~@ J?) on Y. 
For each M’ E %K, we define 
This is a space of homomorphisms between two irreducible local systems 
on p hence it has dimension 0 or 1 over QI. It has dimension 1 if and only 
if the local system Q E5 P? on C. S(l is isomorphic to (k)*(l 0 U) where 
M’ acts on C.SO, by conjugation. (see the proof of [14, 3.51). We have a 
natural pairing ,L g + fg: 
defined by ,fk = (w’* (,f’))o g where MI’*(~): w’*w*($@~) -+ w’*(b@p) is 
the homomorphism defined by J’: ir*(b@ 2) -+ 20 p under pull back by 
IV’*. This makes @,V J&“,.,, into an associative algebra with 1 over 0,. An 
element of xZ~,,, defines an element of Hom(rr,(w,*($@p)), rr!(z;Op)) 
hence an element of ,c4,., since n!(~‘*(8@ g)) = rr!(g@ 2); thus we have a 
natural linear map .Q&,, + .&. This extends to a linear map 
@,,. c&yJ .,,, + JY~ which is an algebra isomorphism (cf. [ 14, 3.51). 
According to [ 14, 9.2(b)] we have Li.*(B EI 1) z (8 q 1) for all M’E $6 .. 
Hence the condition that .r9,.,,, # 0 is that N!*Y z P’ where ~1’ acts on 9 y 
by conjugation. If we set 
it follows that we have a canonical algebra isomorphism 
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with each J&‘~,,, (we ?K&) of dimension 1. If WE %‘&, then there is an 
isomorphism w*6p 2 6p of local systems over Z’i, defined uniquely up to a 
factor in Q,; there is however, a canonical choice for this isomorphism, 
characterized by the fact that it induces the identity map on the stalks at 
the neutral element of 3:. (We have (w*Y), = Ye.) Since the map y: 
8+ Y”“, commutes with the action of ,%V on B and 3:, our canonical 
isomorphism w*Y z 2 gives rise to a canonical isomorphism w*p z 8. 
Using this we get a natural identification 
dy, ,,,. =Hom(w*(8’)@w*(~), z@J?)=Hom(w*(g), b)=d ,,,, 
(w E %$), where we write 1 for the local system Q, on Sy-. This gives an 
embedding of algebras 
0 dY,,,.G 0 4,,,.. 
WE 1 y ,I’ t % y> 
2.4. We now define a canonical basis element 8,. for the l-dimen- 
sional vector space ZZZ,,,,.. 
Let C’ be the unipotent class of G containing C and let C” be the 
unipotent class of G induced by C. According to [ 14, 9.2(c), 9.51 the local 
systems 2, =x-dim C’- dim 9:~, I ,y, xrr = gc-dam C-dim il:~, / C/T are 
#O, irreducible. The algebra &, acts naturally on these local systems, 
necessarily through scalar operators. Since the nonzero elements of d,,,,, are 
invertible in &, , it follows that there is a unique element 0,. E xZ,,~, which 
acts on 2” as the identity. This element is also characterized by the 
property that Q,V acts on X’as multiplication by E(W) (the sign character of 
the Coxeter group “ty-, see [ 14, 9.2, 9.51). The elements (fI,.), w E %‘” form a 
basis of JZZ, such that f!I,,.H,,.. = 0 ,,., ( , for all w, )t” E -Iy. The element 
B,,.(~E %>,) may also be regarded as a basis element of ,d,,,,,; these 
elements form a basis ((!I,,), U’E %‘$, for ~2~~ such that 8,,.6,,.. =13,V,,,, for all 
ww’ E %P&. This gives a canonical algebra isomorphism JX?~ g Q,[-IL’,>]. 
Thus we have constructed an algebra isomorphism 
(a) End(K,) g Q,[%‘>,]. 
For any finite dimensional Q,[%$]-module E we define 
(b) K,,, = Horn, (E, K,) E A’G. 
If E runs over a set of representatives for the isomorphism classes of 
irreducible Q,[ “#$I-modules, we have a canonical isomorphism 
(c) @E(EOKy,E)zKy 
in JZG and each K,,, is an irreducible perverse sheaf on G. 
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2.5. Now, we consider a parabolic subgroup PC G with Levi sub- 
group L and with unipotent radical U,. Consider the diagram 
77” L - V, x- V, A G, 
where 
V, =I(g,h)~GxGlh~‘gh~P}, 
v,={(g,hP)~Gx(G/P)(h ‘ghEP}, 
rP(g, h)=projP(hP’gh) (proj,,: P + L is the natural projection), 
7f(g, A) = (8, w, 
.“( g, h) = g. 
Let A be a perverse sheaf on L which is equivariant [ 15, I 1.91 for the 
conjugation action of L. We attach to A an object ind:A E 9G as follows 
(cf. [ 15, I 4.11). Since A is L-equivariant there is a canonical perverse sheaf 
A, on V, such that (n’)*A = (n’)*A, (up to shift); define ind:A = (&‘)!A,. 
Here are some properties of the construction A + ind$A. 
(a) If fi A 2 A is an isomorphism in AL which is L-equivariant, 
then ,f induces an isomorphism A, z A, and an isomorphism indz,f: 
in:A r indGA. 
(b) Lit A, E &t’L be ZC( I?. T:, 8 q 2) [dim( C. .Zt”“,)] extended by 
0 on L - cS2, with notations of 2.1. (We regard B EX 2 as a local system 
on C x E.?“““, which is identified with the open subvariety C. ZZ’“, of c. Z?‘:.) 
Then the complex K, in 2.3 is canonically isomorphic (in 9G) to ind:A,, 
(see [14, 4.53). 
(c) Let P’ be a parabolic subgroup of G containing P, let L’ be the 
Levi subgroup of P’ containing L and let P, = P n L’. If A, is as in (b), 
then ind:A,, E .kYG, ind$(A,)Ek!L (see (b)) and we have a canonical 
isomorphism (in 9G): indg A, E ind $ (indk; A,) (see [ 15, 14.21). This can 
be rewritten as 
K z indF.(K’), 
where Kj’ E .dL’ is defined in terms of L, L’, C, 8, 9 in the same way as 
KE &Y’G is defined in terms of L, G, C, &‘, 2’. Let vV = N,.(L)/L (a sub- 
group of YY = N(L)/L), and let #“& = %?’ n “IV&. For each w E “K”, let 8,. : 
KS K be defined as in 2.4 and let d:,.: K” 5 K” (w E w>) be the 
analogous isomorphisms for K’. Then, for U’E I+‘$, indz,(tIL,): 
ind$.(KT’)%ind~.(KY) is well defined, see (a), and is compatible with 8, : 
K ic’ 2 K, under the isomorphism K, g indg.(K’,) above. From this one 
deduces easily the following statement. 
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If E’ is a finite dimensional Q,[%$]-module and E = indz$(E’) then 
(d) K,,, E ind$(K’,,K), 
where K,., is defined in 2.4(b) and K6,E’ is defined similarly: 
K”j,Es = Horn 1 >(I?‘, K’,) E .h’L’. 
2.6. Let % be the variety of unipotent elements in G. With the 
notations of 2.4, we shall construct an isomorphism 
(a) K, I,,, 5 K, Id in 9@ 
compatible with the endomorphisms 0,. (w E %$). Let P be as in 2.5. Let 
KG =indFA, (A, as in 2.5(b)). Replacing JZ by Q,, we get similarly an 
object KP. By 2.5(b), we have natural isomorphisms 
(b) K, z KG,, K, g K;. 
From the definition of ind g, we see that ind:A, (Uzc depends only on the 
restriction of A, to the variety of unipotent elements in L, hence it is insen- 
sitive to changing 9 to Q,. Thus we have a canonical isomorphism 
(c) KG> I+, = K;PI,. 
Combining this with (b), we find the isomorphism (a). 
Now, let u’ E %‘&. We set Q = kP+ ~ ’ where 6 is a representative of M: in 
N(L). We can then define Kg, Kf? using Q instead of P in the definition of 
KG, KP. We shall denote V4 (resp. V,‘) the variety V, in 2.5 defined in 
terms of Q (resp. P). Using the map V4 -+ V2p, (g, /IQ) + (g, hkP), we can 
define isomorphisms 
(d ) 8,, : K$> 7 KS,, $,,.I Kf? s K; 
which are compatible with e,,.: K, + K,, e,,.: K, + K, via the 
isomorphisms (b). Moreover, the following diagram: 
Kf! I, rKPI. 
whose horizontal arrows are as in (d), and whose vertical arrows are as in 
(c), is commutative. It follows that the isomorphism (a) is compatible with 
the endomorphisms 8,. (w E #‘II). 
From this it follows that, for any finite dimensional Q,[“&]-module E 
we have a canonical isomorphism (in 9%): 
(e) KY,, I e = K,.E I eu, 
where E = ind z J E). 
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2.7. Let G be as in 2.2. We fix a maximal torus T of G and a Bore1 
subgroup B of G with unipotent radical U such that Tc B. Let 
W = N( T)/T; it acts on T by conjugation. We fix 9 E ,V( T) and u’ E W such 
that tit*9 z 9. Let tij be a representative of u’ in N(T). We define, follow- 
ing [ 15, I 2.4, III (12.1.3)] two objects K,:, K,? in 4nG. Consider the 
diagram 
(a) 
where 
Y,, = {(g,hB)EGx(G/B) I h ‘ghEBwB}, 
r,< = {(g, hB)eGx(G/B) 1 h-‘gh~ BwB}, 
i’,, ={(g,hll)~Cx(G/U)Ih ‘ghEBwB}, 
f,,.(g, hB) = g, i,, is the obvious embedding, rr,,. = 7c,,,i,,  
v,,(g, AU) = (8, hB)> 
‘pJg, hU) = t E T, where h ‘gh E UktU. 
Since ,~*9 2 9, there is a canonical local system g,,. on Y,,. such that 
cp:S? = rzp’,,. Note that Y,, is an open smooth subvariety of Y,V and y,, is 
irreducible. Let 
JT = ZC( F,, )P,+ ) E 9 r,, ) 
K,i’ = (n,,.)! 8,i E OG, 
RF = (7c,,.),J,,. E 9G. 
2.8. An irreducible perverse sheaf A E .~&‘G is said to be in 6, if it is a 
constituent of “H’(K,y) for some i E Z and some k as above or equivalently 
[ 15, III 12.71 if it is a constituent of “H’(f?f;) for some in Z and some +i, as 
above. An irreducible perverse sheaf A E ,&G is said to be in G if it is in G, 
for some 9 E 9’( T). We then say also that A is a character sheaf on G; 6 
(resp Gy) is the set of isomorphism classes of character sheaves (resp. of 
character sheaves in Gy). 
According to [ 15, III 1 I.21 the W-orbit of 9 with A E G, is uniquely 
determined by A. The set GyJ defined in terms of Tc B, is independent of 
B; it depends only on the G-conjugacy class of the pair (T, 9). 
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2.9. A character sheaf is said to be non-cuspidal if it appears as a 
direct summand of ind:A for some parabolic subgroup P 5 G with Levi 
subgroup L and for some A EL; otherwise, it is said to be cuspidal. If A is 
an arbitrary character sheaf on G, then there is a parabolic subgroup P c G 
with Levi subgroup L and unipotent radical U, and a cuspidal character 
sheaf A, on L such that A is a direct summand of indz(A,) [ 15, 14.4(a)], 
and we have supp A = u ~;E Gx(supp A,) U& ‘. 
In particular, we have e E supp A if and only if e E supp A,. If e E supp A, 
then by [ 15, I 3.121, A, is of the form 2.5(b). Conversely, if A, is a perverse 
sheaf on L of the form 2.5(b) then (assuming that char(k) is good for G) A, 
is a cuspidal character sheaf of L [ 15, V 23.1(b)] and all irreducible com- 
ponents of ind$(A,) are character sheaves of G [ 15, 14.8(b)]. 
(a) Let Sz be the set of all 5-tuples (L, C, 8, 9, E) where L is a Levi 
subgroup of some parabolic in G, C is a unipotent class of L, & is a 
cuspidal local system on C, 9 E Y’(SY-“,), E is an irreducible representation 
of %?$, (w = N(L)/L), up to G-conjugacy. 
We see that (assuming that char(k) is good for G), the construction 
(L, C, 8, 2, E) + KY,k;, see 2.3, 2.4, defines a surjective map 
(b) Q -+ set of isomorphism classes of character sheaves A of G such 
that e E supp A. 
Using [ 15, II 7.61 we see that the map (b) is, in fact, bijective. 
2.10. Let ,X,(G) be the subgroup of the Grothendieck group of 
.dG spanned by the character sheaves on G. Let (:) be the bilinear form 
(.X;(G) @ 0,) x (,X,(G) 0 Q,) + 0, such that for any two character sheaves 
A, A’ we have 
if AzA’ 
otherwise. 
For 2 E ,V( T), let W, = {M: E W / M’*Y z 4” > and let E be a finite dimen- 
sional Q,[%$]-module. Define 
x C (-l)l+dimW H’K.< E X0(G) 0 0, 
3. ~~~~~~~~~~~ STRUCTURES 
3.1. If X0 is a scheme over F,, we shall denote by gmX, the 
derived category of mixed complexes of Q,-sheaves over X0, see [3]. If 
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X = X0 @ Fqk and F: X + X is the corresponding Frobenius map, we have a 
canonical functor gmX, + 9X. If KE 9X is the image of K, E g,nX, under 
this functor, then K is provided with an isomorphism F*KrK. (We say 
that K, is a mixed structure for K.) If, moreover, KE JtfX, then K,, is com- 
pletely determined by the pair K, F*Kr K. 
(a) If KE &@X has a given isomorphism q: F*K% K, we denote xK: 
X(F,) + Q, the function XJX) = C, ( -I)i Tr(cp, lf:K). 
3.2. In this section we shall assume that G has a fixed F,-rational 
structure with Frobenius map F such that there exists a maximal torus of G 
which is F,-split. We assume also that G has connected center and that 
char(k) is a good prime for G. Let ( , ) be the usual inner product of class 
functions on GPgiven by (f;.f”)=IG’I~ ‘CREGtf’(g)f’(gP’). 
Let A be a character sheaf of G which corresponds to (L, C, &, 2, E) 
under 2.9(b); assume that LE .Y’(ZZF) satisfies Y@(q- “2 Q,. We shall 
define a distinguished isomorphism F*A % A as follows. We may assume 
that FL = L and that 2: is an F,-split torus; this requirement determines 
L up to G(F,)-conjugacy. Since .Z?t”“, is F,-split, Facts on it as g -+ gy. Since 
Y0(4P ” z Q, there is a unique isomorphism F*9 r 2 which induces the 
identity map on the stalk 64,. By the uniqueness of the cuspidal local 
systems [ 141, we have automatically FC = C, F*6 z 8; also & has rank I. 
From [ 16, 41 we see that there exists u E C(F,) such that Facts trivially on 
the set of irreducible components of the variety of Bore1 subgroups contain- 
ing u; moreover u is uniquely determined up to G(Fq)-conjugacy. We then 
choose the isomorphism F*B 3 & by the requirement hat it induces on the 
stalk &u (u as above) the map ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ c‘) times identity. (The 
exponent of q is always an integer, by the classification of cuspidal local 
systems.) 
Then with the notations in 2.3, the local systems 2, 2, and hence 2 0 2 
inherit natural mixed structures from 8, 2’; hence K, also inherits a 
natural mixed structure. The Frobenius map cp: F*K,, r K, is compatible 
with the endomorphisms O,,. of K, (w E WY), see 2.4; note that F acts 
trivially on $V. It follows that cp induces (pE: F*K,., 3 K,,,, for any E as 
in 2,4(b). This gives in particular the required canonical mixed structure on 
A. Using the fact that any parabolic subgroup P having L as Levi sub- 
group is F-stable, and using the construction in 2.6, we see that 
(a) the isomorphism 2.6(e) is compatible with the mixed structures of 
its two sides. 
3.3. Now let C’ be a unipotent class of G and let 8’ be an 
irreducible local system on C’ which is G-equivariant for the conjugation 
action of G. We show that 8’ has a natural mixed structure. According to 
[ 14, 6.51 there is up to conjugacy a well defined 5-tuple (L, C, 8, 2, E) as 
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in 2.9(a) such that 9 = Q, and such that the corresponding complex 
K,,, E &G satisfies: K,,, 1 y 2 ZC(c’, b’)[dim C’ + dim ai], extended by 0 
on Q-C’ 6% is the unipotent variety of G). We have 
&-dlmC’-dimTqK,,E) I c’z&‘. N ow, as shown in 3.2, there is a canonical 
mixed structure on K,,,. This induces a mixed structure on 
yf --d Irn c’ dim rt(K,,E) 1 C’ (we have necessarily FC’ = C’) and we therefore 
get a mixed structure on 8’. 
3.4, We shall make more explicit the mixed structure of 8’ in 3.3 in 
the case where G is adjoint simple and q satisfies q = 1 (mod 3) if G is of 
type E,. A unipotent element u’ E G( F,) is said to be split if F acts trivially 
on the set of irreducible components of the variety of Bore1 subgroups con- 
taining u’. From [ 16,4] it follows that C’ contains split elements, and that 
the split elements of C’ form a single conjugacy class under G(F,). We 
claim that: 
(a) The mixed structure of 6’ defined in 3.3 has the property that 
F*b’ 3 8’ induces on the stalk over a split element of C’ the identity map 
times q”‘j2, m = dim G - dim C’ - dim F-0,. (This property clearly charac- 
terizes the mixed structure of &‘.) Using 2.4(c) we see that it is enough to 
show that the Frobenius map on Xidlrn “pd’mIrF(K,) is qmi2 times the 
identity, (u’ split in C’). Now choose a parabolic subgroup P of G having L 
as a Levi subgroup. Let Z,, = {xP E G/P 1 xp ‘u’x E CU,>. We define a 
local system &, on Z,. by the property that the inverse image of 8, under 
p’,, = {XEG / x ‘U’XE CU,} + Z,. (x + xP), equals the inverse image of 8 
under Z,, + C, x + (C-component of x ‘u’x E C. U,). Using [ 15, V 
(24.2.5)] we are reduced to the following statement: 
(b) If (;5” is provided with the mixed structure defined by the 
isomorphism cp: F*Q 2ib inducing identity on the stalk of d at a split 
element of C and 8, is provided with the corresponding mixed structure 
then the Frobenius map acts on HT’(Z,., 8,) as qm”? times the identity, 
m’ = dim G - dim C’ - dim L + dim C. (Note that m’> 2 dim Z,. by 
C14, 1.W)l.) 
Assume first that P is a Bore1 subgroup. Then Z,, is the variety of all Bore1 
subgroups containing u’ and m’/2 is the dimension of this variety; then (b) 
follows from the definition of a split element. The case where P= G is 
trivial. We can thus assume that P is neither G nor a Bore1 subgroup. It 
follows that G must be of type B, C, D, so it is associated to a k-vector 
space V with a nonsingular symplectic or orthogonal form. We can then 
identify Z,. with a subvariety of the space of N-stable (incomplete) 
isotropic flags V, c V, c ... cV,(dimV,=i)in VwhereN’: V+Visa 
nilpotent element determined by u’. We can partition Z,, according to the 
position of V, with respect to the images of N’, N”,.... The pieces can be 
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related to varieties of type Z,, for smaller groups. We can then argue by 
induction on dim V, similarly to Shoji’s proof in [ 161 of existence of split 
elements. We omit further details. 
We now define two functions x~.,,~ ,, x(...~.: e;” + Q,, as follows 
(cl 
gG C’& 
g E G” - C”, 
where cp’: F*d’ 2 I’ is such that ~~.,,~,(g) = 1 if go C’” is split 
(d) 
where K = ZC(c’, a’) with the mixed structure extending the one on given 
by q’: F*b’ 3 Q’. 
3.5. In the setup of 2.7, assume that FT= T, T is F,-split, and 
hence FB = B. Assume that Y Ocy ” z Ql so that F*S!? z 9. We choose 
the isomorphism F*P 3 9 so that it induces identity on the stalk at e. Let 
I.: T(F,) -+ @ be the homomorphism defined by i(t) = Tr( F*Y( z 9,). 
Assume also that F(bb) = k. Then all varieties and maps in 2.7(a) are 
defined over Fq; also p,i, and hence J$ inherit natural mixed structures 
from 9. Hence the same holds for Kff, KT. If bil is replaced by I? = ~bt, 
t E T(F,), then &, J,?, K$, I?,? remain unchanged up to isomorphism but 
their mixed structure may change. Indeed, the Frobenius map of ei is 
changed to a scalar multiple, the scalar being I,(t) (i- as above). If t is such 
that i.(t) = 1 then the mixed structures of p%,;, p,? are the same and it 
follows that the mixed structures of Jy, Kf’, RT are unchanged under 
til + i?. 
Now let WY = {)~IE W 1 \v*Y z Y}; this is the group generated by the 
reflections with respect to those coroots ,f: k* + T such that ,f‘*Y 2 Q, (as 
local systems on k*). We can regard W,, as a Coxeter group in a natural 
way (see, e.g., [ 13, 1.81). Let M: E W,. Following Kilmoyer, we say that 
V; E N( T)(F,,) is a good representative of M, if there exists a reduced 
expressron M’ = Y, r2 .“r, in W,, with r, simple reflections of W,, and 
representatives P, E N( T)(F,) for each r, such that VP = i, iz i, and for 
each i, ii belongs to the subgroup of G(F,) generated by the two root sub- 
groups over F,, corresponding to the reflection r,. 
It is easy to see that if lb, I? are two good representatives of M’ E WY then 
i4 = kr, where t E T( F,,) satisfies i(t) = 1. (This fact plays an essential role in 
Kilmoyer’s analysis of the principal series representation of G(F,,) 
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corresponding to 1.) The previous discussion shows now that, as long as 
we use only good representatives $, the mixed structure of R;ip is indepen- 
dent of the choice of +; it depends only on w. 
Now let A E 6,. Define V,,i,k = Horn&A, PH’R$). This is a o,-vector 
space. Assume given an isomorphism qa : F*A % A. We then define Yv,: 
V, ,,,,;, + V,,i,i, as follows. Let f: A + PH’K;iY be an element of VA,i,k; let F*f 
be the corresponding map F*A + F*PH’RT. Then, by definition, Y,(f) is 
the composition A -+ ‘py’F*A -+ F*fF*pHiR$ + PHil$’ the last map being 
induced by the mixed structure of R$’ (for ti good). The eigenvalues of Yy, : 
V/4 ,,i, + VA,!.,;. are of form [,(A)! mdimG where <,., is an algebraic number 
all ‘of whose complex conjugates have absolute value 1; moreover 5, 
depends only on (A, (Pi) and the choice of & (it does not depend on i, w, 
or +, as long as I$ is good). This is proved in [ 15, III 13.101 assuming that 
F*A’ 2 A’ for all A’E G2,; however, this assumption is unnecessary. Now 
let A be as in 3.2 and let A, be the corresponding cuspidal character sheaf 
on L (as in 25(b)); then we have seen in 3.2 that there is a canonical choice 
for (Pi : F*A 7 A, qAo: F*Ao 3 A,, hence the corresponding invariants tA, 
rAI, depend only on A, A, and the choice of &. 
(a) We have in fact tA = t,,. 
This follows easily from the definitions and from the canonical 
isomorphism 
(b) indz(PH’Rg,) z “H’(RF) i’ = dim G - dim L + i, 
where L c P are as in 2.5, T c L, k E N(T) n L is good relative to L and 
Rz’ is RT defined for L instead of G. (A statement closely related to (b) is 
proved in [15, 14.81.) 
3.6. In the setup of 3.2, let Y and A: T(F,) -+ @ be as in 3.5 and 
let Y’ be the representation of G(F,) induced by the one dimensional 
representation of B(F,) which equals 1 on T(F,) and is trivial on unipotent 
elements. We identify the endomorphism algebra of Pp” with the Hecke 
algebra of W, and that with the group algebra Q,[$&]; the last iden- 
tification depends on a choice of &. We define 9;. = Horn, ,(E, P’“), for 
any finite dimensional &[%‘$I-module E. Then 9;. is a G(F,)-module. We 
have 
(a) Tr(g, ~~)=C,M~.~*~=~ (-l)d’mGS,AA :R,(E)) Qg), gE G(F,); 
for each A E e, we assume chosen a mixed structure and we assume that 
both 4, and XA(g) are defined in terms of this mixed structure. For the 
definition of R,(E), see 2.10. This formula appears in [15, III 14.141; the 
coefficients o(A) in [ 15, III 14.141 are equal to I in our case (G has con- 
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netted centre). Note also that in [15, III 14.141 this formula is proved 
under the assumption that F*A % A for all A E 6,); this assumption is in 
fact unnecessary. 
4. SYMBOLS AND UNIPOTENT CLASSES OF SO,,,+,(k) 
4.1. Let G be an algebraic group over k isomorphic to SO*,,+ ,(k); 
we assume that k has characteristic 22. 
We consider the class %” of character sheaves A on G defined by the con- 
dition that e E supp A and that in the 5-tuple (L, C, 8, 9, E) attached to A 
in 2.9(b), the local system Y on 2: satisfies 2 @* z 0,. We want to 
parametrize the set :!Z in terms of symbols [ 13, 4.61. First, we note that by 
the classification of cuspidal local systems [ 14, Sect. lo] L above must be a 
product L’ x .2Tyd where L’ (the derived group of L) is isomorphic to 
SO (Zl+ ,p(k) for some integer t 3 0 and (C, 8) are uniquely determined by 
L. Let YY = N(L)/L; it acts on Z?‘y. by conjugation. Let %“$ be as in 2.3(a). 
Let (2:)’ be the largest %$-stable subtorus of 27~ such that 
6p / (a:) 2 0,. There is a unique %$-stable subtorus (2:)” of 37, such 
that ZY”“, is a direct product (27,) x (3:)“. Let a = dim(.YT*)‘, 
h = dim(87,)“; we say that D% is of type (a, h). In fact, the correspondence 
9 + (a, h) defines a bijection of the set { 2 E Y(Y”,) 1 JZ O2 g &,} modulo 
the action of %/, with the set of ordered pairs of 20 integers whose sum is 
dim .Yt. Let W,, be the group of all permutations of the set { 1, 2,..., n, 
n’,..., 2’, 1’ } which commute with the involution 1 ++ 1’) 2 tf 2’,..., n t-t n’. If 
2 is as above (of type (a, h)), we can identify in a standard way w& with 
W,, x W,; the isomorphism is canonical up to conjugation with an inner 
automorphism of W, x W,,. Hence an irreducible representation E of %‘i, 
may be identified with the corresponding representation of W, x W,. In 
[ 13, 4.61 the irreducible representations of W,, are put in l-to-l correspon- 
dence n tt E(A) with the set @,!, of symbols of rank n and defect 1 (we shall 
recall their definition in the next section). It follows that the irreducible 
representations of “7K& (or W, x W,,) are E(A) q E(A’) where 
(n,n’)E@;X@;. 
In this way to A E .% we have associate an integer t 2 0 and a pair 
(A, A’)E @Lx @L such that n=a+ h+2(t2 + t). This gives a bijection 
between X and the set of triples (t, A, .4’) as above. 
4.2. We now recall the definition of symbols. A symbol of rank n 
and odd defect u’> 1 is a pair (“,) of finite subsets of N = { 0, 1, 2,...} such 
that IS(=IT(+d and Cj,es~+C~,.r~==++(ISI+ITI-1)2, modulo 
the equivalence relation generated by the shift operation ($) - (F), where 
S’={O}u(S+l), ~={O}u(T+I). We shall often identify a symbol 
with a particular representative in the corresponding equivalence class. The 
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set of symbols of rank n and odd defect d> 1 is denoted @i. Let @,, = 
@L u @i u @i u . . . When we are given simultaneously two symbols, one in 
Q,, and one in Q,,., we shall often represent then as (:.), (5) where 
1 SJ + ) TI = 1 S’] + 1 T 1; we may achieve this using shifts. 
4.3. We have a l-to-l correspondence between the set of triples 
t, A, A’ where t 20, A, A’ are symbols of defect 1 with n = 
rank A + rank A’ + 2(t2 + t) and the set of pairs 2, 2’ where ;i, ;i’ are sym- 
bols of equal defect with n = rank I+ rank I’. 
The correspondence is defined by 
,& O<I<~~~<2t-l<&+2t<i,+2t<~~~<3.,+2t 
( PI < ... <P* 
;i,= o< 1< ... <2t- 1<1;+2t<1; +2t< .‘. 
( 
<1.;,+2t 
/AL; < . < /lb 1. 
Composing this l-to-l correspondence with the one at the end of 4.1, we 
get a bijection between !Z and the set of pairs (A, A’) of symbols such that 
n = rank A + rank A’, defect A = defect ,4’. We shall denote A(A, A’) the 
character sheaf in X corresponding to such a pair (A, A’). 
4.4. Let d be an odd integer 3 1. Let Yif+, be the set of all pairs 
(.F) of finite subsets of N = (0, 1, 2,...} such that I S/ = I TI + d, S contains 
no consecutive integers, T contains no consecutive integers, and 
COESCJ+C,.. r=n+ $ + +((lSl + I TI - l)“- 1); these pairs are taken 
modulo the equivalence relation generated by the shift operation 
{Olu(S+2) 
(0) u(T+2) 
(See [14, 11.41). Let Y2,+, = !Pi:?+, u !P;i+, u “‘. 
Let h: u12,,+ , + N be defined as follows. Let 8 = (;) E Y;,,+ , . Write the 
entries of S and T in a single row in increasing order: x0 < x, 6 
x2 < .’ . <xzP. Let x~dx~bx~< ... <xi, be the sequence 060~2~ 
26 ‘.. 6 2( p - 1) < 2( p - 1) 6 2p. Then, by definition 
(a) b(8)=C,.j,,.2,inf(x,,x,)-C,.,,j.2,inf(xp,xp). 
In [ 14, 11.71 and have defined in a combinatorial way a bijection 
(b) Kn., -4, 
where NG is the set of all pairs (C, 8) such that C is a unipotent class of G 
(in 4.1) and d is any irreducible G-equivariant local system on C (up to 
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isomorphism). We denote by (C(0), a(e)) E JlrG the pair corresponding to 
OE yl;,,+,. This bijection has the following property: 
(c) h(t)) = n2 - + dim C(0). 
We define a partial order on (V2,,+, by 
(d) O<H’oeither H=H’ or h(t))>h(B’). 
From (c) we see that 
(e) C(O)cc(8’)*Q<Q’. 
4.5. For any H, H’ E Y”,,+, we now define a polynomial 
o,,,)(X) E Q[X]. If 0 E Y’;r++,‘, 0’ E ul$:,’ and t # t’, then by definition 
o,,(X) = 0. Assume now that t = f’. Let /i E @,‘, Z(,I+,) be the symbol 
attached to 0 by the following rule 
/1= i.,<E., < ‘.’ <‘i, 
c ’ pl <pz < ‘.. <PI, :i 
tl= 
c 
0<2<4< ... <4t-2<&+4t<l., +4t+ l< ... <i.,+4t+p 
pI<pLz+l<-Qp+(p-l) I 
Similarly, we attach to 0’ a symbol A’ E @,!P2,,J+,I. To A, /i’ correspond 
two irreducible representations E(n), E(n’) of W,, 2,,~+,,. Let p be the 
standard (n - 2( t2 + t))-dimensional reflection representation of W,, 2(r?+,,. 
Then, by definition, 
(4,.,4X) = I w,, *,,:+ ,, I ’ c Tr(w, E(A 1) Tr(w!, E(A’)) 
where 9’(X) is the polynomial such that Y(y) = 1 SO>,, + ,(F,) 1 for any finite 
field F,, and M’ runs through W,, *(,: +rb. 
4.6. The system of equations 
c P,,,,,,(X) &,.dW P,,,~,02(W = %,02(X), 
O’.ll” 
&,dW = 0 if h(O) #h(P), 
with unknowns P,JX), I.,,,,.(X) in Q(X) ((I, H’ E !I’;, + , ) has a unique 
solution. (This follows from [ 15, V 24.81 where a slightly stronger version 
of this is proved.) Moreover P,,,,,, (X) has integral 20 coefficients. 
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4.7. We now fix an F, rational structure on G with Frobenius map 
F. From the proof of [ 15, V 24.81 and from the discussion in 3.3 and 3.4, 
we get the following interpretation of Pw,JX). Let xs = xccu,,Ace,, je = 
jC.((,,,A,Oj, see 3.4(c), (d). We then have for any 0’~ Y;,,+,: 
(a) Xns = CN P,.dq) x0. 
4.8. Let A, A’ be two symbols of defect 2t + 1 such that 
n=rankn+rankn’. 
(a) Assume that 
A= 
( 
A0 <A, < ... <Al,+*r 
> P,<“‘<,Llp ’ 
A‘=&= 
( 
0<1<2< .” <p+2t 
1 O<l<...<p-1 . 
Then the restriction of A(A, A’) to the unipotent variety u%I of G is of the 
form IC(c(8’), S(B’))[dim C + n - 2(t2 + t)] extended by 0 on % - C(P); 
here 
@= Al <A, + 1 <A, +2< ... <$+*, +(p+22) E ~ 
( pLI<pL2+l<...<pp+(p-l) > 
2,I + I . 
This follows from [ 14, 6.5 and 13.31. Moreover, from 3.3, 3.4 and 4.4(c) we 
see that the function x,+,~~) (defined as in 3.1 in terms of the natural mixed 
structure of A(A, AL) in 3.2) has the following property. 
(b) x A,A,A~,(~) = ( - 1)” 4 h(“‘)+t2+If&), uEBF-. 
Hence this function is explicitly computable from 4.7(a). 
4.9. Now let /1, /1’ be two symbols of defect 2t + 1 such that n = 
rank A + rank A’; we no longer assume A’ = Ah as in 4.8(a). By using, if 
necessary, shifts, we can represent A, A’ in the form 
A= 
0<1<2<... <2t- 1</1” +2t<1., +2t< ‘.’ <A, +2t 
PI <P2 < ‘.. <P, 
... <2r-1 </l;+2t<;1;+2t< ... <1*;+2i 
p; <p;< ... <& >. 
Let x~(,,~.) be defined as in 3.1 in terms of the natural mixed structure of 
A(/i, A’) in 4.2. From 2.6(e) and 3.2(a), we see that 
(4 x AcA,Adu) = Ciel mi~A(n~l~.nb)(~) WE G’, unipotent), 
4Xl,‘lW, I-12 
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where i, mi E Z, mi > 1 ), ACi’ are defined by 
(b) ind R;hw, (q/1) Ed E(;i-‘))=Cit,miE(~‘i’), 
A (9 = 
0 < 1 < 2 < .‘. < 2t - 1 < Lb” + 2t < . < I$’ + 2t 
&’ < . . . <pm 
E ~ 
n- (G+r) 
P 
and W, x wb is imbedded in W,, b in a standard way. We may assume 
that the symbols jl(‘) (i E I) are distinct. For each i E Z, we set 
(cl 
(j(i) = 
( 
0<2<4<.‘. <4t-2<nb”+4t<q”+4t+ 1< ‘.’ <$‘+4t+p 
p\d < p$O + 1 < . . . < pL(i) + p - 1 
P 1 
E %I+,. 
From 4.9(a) and 4.8(b) it follows that: 
(d) xacn,n~, (U)=(-lY C,El@w b(@“” + I’+ ‘.jo,,,(u), uE L@‘; 
Hence this function is explicitly computable from 4.7(a). 
4.10. We shall need the following property of the coefficients mi in 
4.9(b): 
(a) There is a unique i, E I such that 
0<2<4< ... <4t-2<Io+&,+4t<A,+/l;+4t<... <,l,+$+4t = 
we have ml0 = 1. For all iE1, i#i,, we have b(6)(“) > 6(8(‘O)). This is a 
purely combinatorial statement about induction from W, x Wb to W, + b; it 
can be reduced to an analogous property for induction from 6, x 6, to 
6 a + b (Gn = symmetric goup). Its proof is left to the reader. 
4.11. Define a function a: @, -+ N as follows. Let A = (“,) E a,. 
Write the entries of S and T in a single row in increasing order: 
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y, dy, d ... Q Yzp. Let yz < JJ~ < . . . < ~2, be the sequence 060~ 
l<l< ... < p - 1 6 p - 1~ p. Then, by definition 
(4 a(n)=Co~i<i~2pinf(yi, Yj)-C0Gi<jG2pinf(YU, $1. 
4.12. Now let A, A’ be two symbols of the same defect 2t + 1, such 
that n = rank A + rank A’. We attach to them an element A *A’ E y12,,+, as 
follows: 
A= 
( 
i., <I, < .‘. <Ap+2, 
’ PI < ... <p, 1 
A,= &)<A; < ..’ <i*;+2, 
( pu; < ... <& > 
A n,= &+&<A, +A; < .*. -++2, +$+2, * 
( c(I +p; < .” <I*, +& > ’ 
One checks easily that 
(a) a(A)+a(A’)<b(A *A’) 
and that equality holds precisely when the following condition is verified. 
(b) For any i, O,<i<p+2t, and anyj, 1 < j<p, we have 
either: Aj < pj and ;ii d p; 
or: 2, 3~, and i”; 3 p/!. 
4.13. Let A, A’, A *A’ be as in 4.12. Let Q=A *A’, let C, be a 
unipotent class in G such that a(A) + a(A’) 3 n2 - 4 dim C, and let u E Cr. 
Then 
(a) 
X,4,n./v,(~) = 
i 
( - 1 Y 9 
h(0)+r’+‘X(&) if C(e)=C, 
o if C(e)#C,. 
Note that the condition C(e) = C, implies h(B) =n2- 4 dim C, < 
a(A)++r)a(e) see 4.12(a), hence that h(0) = a(A) +a(A’) = 
n2 - 4 dim C, In particular: 
(b) If a(A) + a(A’) > n2 - i dim C,, then xacn,,,,,(u) = 0. 
To prove (a), we use 4.9(d). We have ecio)= 0 and for i# i, in 4.9(d) we 
have &Q(i’) > h(B) B a(A) + a(A’) 3 n2 - $ dim C,, see 4.12(a) and 4.10(a). 
It follows that for if i,, dim C, >dim C(B”‘), so that C, ti C(@“) and 
Xn~,~(u) = 0. Thus 4.9(d) reduces to 
XA(n,n.,(u)=( -l)“qh’~“+r2+$I(U). 
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If UE C(d), we have In(u) =x(,(u). Assume now that C, #C(d). Since 
n’ - 4 dim C, 6 a(n) + a(/l’) < h(8) = nr - $ dim C(e), we have dim C, > 
dim C(0) and since C, # C(R), we have C, & C(0). Hence x,)(u) = 0 and (a) 
is proved. 
4.14. Let A,, A2 (resp. Q,, 0,) be two symbols in @,, (resp. two 
elements of Y 2,, + , ). We say that /1,, //2 (resp. H, , H2) are similar if they can 
be represented in the form (.;), (OF;) so that S, u T, = S, u T,, S, n T, = 
Sz n T,. We then write A, z A, (resp. 8, % 0,). This is an equivalence 
relation on Qi,, (resp. Y’,, + , ) called similarity. 
The set of symbols in a fixed similarity class of @,, can be organized in a 
natural way as an F,-vector space with a canonical nonsingular symplectic 
form (see [ 13, 4.61). 
If O,, H2~Y;,,+,, we have 8, z 0, if and only if C(0, ) = C(Qz), see [ 14, 
13.4(c)]. Hence 8 -+ 8(e), see 4.4, defines a bijection between a similarity 
class in vl;,, + , and the set of isomorphism classes of G-equivariant local 
systems on a unipotent class of G. The last set is naturally an F,-vector 
space with addition given by tensor product of local systems. Therefore, the 
set of elements in a fixed similarity class of ‘Pi,,+ , is an F,-vector space in a 
natural way. (For a combinatorial description of this vector space struc- 
ture, see [14, llS].) 
4.15. Let Vc @,, v’ c @,, be two similarity classes (a + h = n). We 
define a canonical lagrangian subspace X of the symplectic vector space 
Vx v’. We write the entries of a symbol in V in a single row in increasing 
order: 
(a) a,, <cc, <a(2 d .” Gq,, 
(this is independent of which symbol in V we take). We do the same for a 
symbol in I” and we get 
(We take p large enough.) We consider the equivalence relation s on 
{0, l,..., 2p 1 generated by: i z i + 1 if cli = IX,, , or p, = fl, + , . 
Each equivalence class is an interval. Let ,f be any function on 
{O, l,..., 2p} with values in F2 which is constant on each equivalence class. 
We define 
S=(a,~iodd,,f’(i)=O}ujcci~ieven,f(i)=l), 
T= {a, I iodd,,f(i)= 1) u {c(, I iodd,f(i)=O}, 
S’=f~,~iodd,f‘(i)=O}u{/IIieven,,f’(i)=l}, 
T’ = {/I, I i odd, ,1’(i) = I ) u {[I, I i odd, ,f’(i) = 0 I. 
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Thenfdelines an element ((“,), (g.)) or ((,‘), (z:)) of I/x I” (the first one if 
ISl>lTI, the second one if JSl<ITI). Note that IS’I=1SI, ITl=lTI. 
These elements of Vx v’ (for all possiblef) form a subset X of Vx I”. It is 
easy to verify that X is a lagrangian subspace of Vx I”. It is also easy to 
verify that (,4, /i’) E Vx v’ is in X if and only if A, (1’ have the same defect 
and satisfy the condition 4.12(b). In the other words,, we have (see, 
4.12(a)): 
(c) X= {(A,A’)E Vx V’I A,A’ have the same defect and 
u(A)+a(A’)=b(A *A’)}. 
It is clear that when (A, A’) varies in X, the element A * A’E vl;,+, 
remains in a fixed similarity class R of ul;, + , . (R is the similarity class of 
A, * Ah where A, is the zero element of I/ and Ah is the zero element of 
P”.) The map j: X+ R, A, A’ + A * A’ is F‘,-linear and injective. Thus we 
have a natural diagram 
(d) I’x V’?;Xc$R 
of F,-vector spaces with i(X) lagrangian in P’x v’. From 4.12(a) it follows 
that 
(e) a(A)+a(A’) <h(A * A’) for all A, A’ of equal defect in 
VX V-X. 
4.16. Let I’, v’, X, R be as in 4.15 and let C, = C(0) where 6~ R. If 
UE C’:‘ is a split element and A E I’, A’E v’ have equal defect 2t + 1, then 
This follows from 4.13(a) and the results in 4.15. 
5. CHARACTER SHEAVES OF SO,,,+,(k) 
5.1. Let G be as in 4.1 and let F,, F: G -+ G be as in 4.7. We shall 
consider the set 6, defined with respect to .P’ E Y( T) where T is a fixed 
maximal torus of G and YQ2 z 0,. Then 9’ has type (a, h), a + b = n as in 
the discussion in 4.1 with L = T. We also set Go,h = G,, since G, depends 
only the W-orbit of 9, hence only on (a, b). We identify W, = 
{WE WI w*9’~5?} with W, x W, as in 4.1. For A E @t, A’IE @A, we set 
E(A, A’) = E(A) H E(A’) (an irreducible representation of W,); then 
R,(E(A, A’)) E X0(G) 0 Q (see 2.10) is well defined. We can now state the 
following result of [ 15, V 23.11. There exists 
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(a) a bijection @, x Qb c-t G.o,h, (A, II’) H A”(/i, A’) such that for any 
(A, A’)EOiUx@jh and any (A,, A’,)E@~,x@~, we have t-11 <wl'L(4,4))~ v/ -112 , v', Ii2 
(d(A, A’) : R,(E(A,, A’,))= if A z A,, in similarity class V c @, 
and A z A’,, in similarity class v’ c @,, 
0 otherwise. 
Here ( , ) denotes the symplectic form on Vx V’, sum of the canonical 
symplectic forms on V, v’. 
The bijection in (a) is in fact uniquely determined, since V (resp. v) is 
generated by the subset V’ = Vn @j, (resp. v” = v’n @k). From this it 
follows easily that 
(b) F*A”(A, A’)gl(A, A’) for all (A, A’)E@, x@,. 
LEMMA 5.2. A character sheaf A of G is in the class X (in 4.1) if and 
onlyifAE&u,hforsomea~0,h30,a+h=nandeEsuppA. 
Proof Let A be a character sheaf of G such that e E supp A, and let 
(L, C, b, Y, E) be the 5-tuple corresponding to A under the bijection 
2.9(b). We may assume that Tc L. Let 2, E Y( T) be such that A E (I?,, 
We must show that 9 O2 E QI o Yy2 E 0,. Let A, E E be defined as in 
2.5(b); we have A, E L9,,,, SC; E Y(T). Since A is a summand of the complex 
obtained by inducing A,,, 2, must be in the same W-orbit as 2’ [ 15, 
14.8(b)]. Hence we can assume that 9, = .Z2. It is clear that -4”2 I ZY”“, = 2. 
Since T= T’ x Z?$, T = Tn (derived group of L), it is enough to show that 
Y’, =T, 1 T’ satisfies Yro2z 0,. But this follows from [ 15, IV 17.121 
applied to the derived group of L. 
PROPOSITION 5.3. Let A E a,, A’ E Qh, a + b = n. 
(a) Zf A, A’ have the same defect then A(A, A’) = A(A, A’) (see 
4.3, 5.1). 
(b) If A, A’ have different defects, then e $ supp 2(/i, A’). 
(c) For all A E i‘,, we have F*A 2 A. If moreover, we have e E supp A, 
then for the natural mixed structure of A (see 3.2 and (a)) we have 5, = 1 
(see 3.5). 
The proof will be given in 5.7. 
5.4. Assume that n > 1. We fix a parabolic subgroup P c G with a 
Levi subgroup L 3 T such that the derived group L’ of L is isomorphic to 
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SO,,-,(k). We have T= T’ x T” where T = Tn L’, T” = 2°F. If 2’ E Y( T) 
is of type (a, b) we have 3 = 3’ q 2” where JZ’ E Y( T’) is of type (a’, b’) 
with respect o L’. More precisely, we have 
either: 3” 2 Q, and (a’, b’) = (a - 1, h) 
or: 6p” & Q, and (a’, h’) = (a, h - 1). 
The operation ind$ (see 2.5) defines a linear map ind: X0(L) 0 Q -+ 
.X,(G) @ Q. There is a well-defined linear map res: X0(G) 0 Q -+ X0(L) @ Q 
which is the transpose of ind with respect o the bilinear forms ( : ). Then, 
for A E C?, res A is a linear combination with 20 integral coefficients of 
character sheaves of L, [ 15, I 4.4., 6.91. Let mY be defined by replacing G 
by L in the definition of W,. If E is a finite dimensional Q,[ WY,]-module, 
then R,(E) E X0(L) 0 Q is defined as in 2.10 (for L insead of G); if 
E=ind*’ rr$ i? then R,(E) E X,(G) @ Q is defined as in 2.10 and we have 
[15, III 15.71: 
(a) ind RY( E) = R,(E). 
The pair WY c W, may be identified with the pair 
W .~,x W,c W,x W,(ifJY”%Q,) or with the pair W, x W,-. , c W, x W,, 
(if 2” 1 Q,); hence the induction of representations of P, to W, is 
governed by the well-known branching rule for the induction from W+ , 
to W,,. Hence from (a) we deduce that for any A E @is, A’ E @A, we have 
(b)ind(R,,(E(A, A’)) H 
xR,(E(A*, A’)) if .Y” z Q, 
1 R,(E(A, A’*)) if 3”’ $ Q,; 
the first (resp. second) sum is taken over all symbols A* (resp. A’*) 
obtained by adding 1 to an entry of A (resp. A’) in all possible ways; we 
assume that A, A’ are made to have sufficiently many entries, by shifting 
them. For example, if A = (\‘), we first shift it: A = (“,‘,‘), then we get from 
this: A* = (b’,‘) or (“,‘;‘) or (OF:‘, or (“,T;‘). Let us denote rcP,: X0(L) @ Q -+ 
X0(L) @ Q the Q-linear map defined by 
n.rr(A I= 
i 
A if AEL~ 
0 if AELisnotinE,. 
We shall need the following result. 
LEMMA 5.5. For any A, E @,, A, E cPh, we have 
(a) 
7~~ res 2(/i,, A,) = CA”((A,),, A,) q 2~ 
if Y’zQ, 
c &A,, (A*)*) H 2” if 2” zi Q,; 
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the ,first (resp. second) sum is taken over all symbols (A,), (resp. (A>)*) 
obtained by substracting 1 from an entry of A, (resp. AZ) in all possible ways. 
For example, if /1, = ( 12:‘) then (A ,)* = (“y”) or ( 1224) or ( ‘*fs). 
Pro?fI First, we show that: 
(b) Both sides of (a) have the same ( : ) with any 
R,,.(E(A, A’)) EC 9” as in 6.4(b). 
For the left-hand side of (a), this ( : ) is 
Cc) (res J(A,, A2) : Ru(E(/l, A’)) q 9”) = (&I,, A2) : 
ind(R,.(E(d, A’)) EX 9”)). 
This can be computed explicitly using 54(b) and 5.1(a); it is either 0 or &- 
an integral power of 2. 
For the right-hand side of (a), this ( : ) can be again computed explicitly 
using 5.1(a) for L’; we find the same result as in (c). Thus the equality of 
the two ( : ) is established. 
Let us now fix a similarity class V in @,,, and a similarity class V’ in Gh.. 
Let 8= Vx v’. The left-hand side of (a) can be written as 
C,tyfir>(~) EC Y”+an analogous sum over x=(/i,/i’)$ P. From (b) 
and 5.1(a) we see that 
(d) CrEC:.n,(-l)“.“=C..~ii,(-l)“~“’ for all YE i7’, 
where V1={(~,n’)~VI/l~@i,., A’ E @k, ). Moreover, it is clear that 
E,. = 0 or 1 for all x E V and that ii, = 1 for at most two values of X. We 
must prove that n, = fi, for all x E V. First, assume that ii ~ = 0 for all x E v. 
Applying (a) with y = 0 we get C, n, = 0. Since the n, are integers, 30, it 
follows that n, = 0 for all x. 
Assume that fi, = 1 for a unique value of X. We then have 1 1 n., = 1 
hence n, = 1 for a unique value of x and n, =0 for the other values. If 
n”, = 1 and n,, = I we have from (d): (-l)“.“=( -l)“‘.” for all ye vi. 
Since V’ generates P, we must have x = x’. 
Finally assume that 2, = 1 for exactly two values X, #x2 of .Y E V. From 
the explicit form of the right-hand side of (a) we see tat .Y, - .y2 has the 
following property: the space of vectors in v orthogonal to x, -.Y~ is 
generated by its intersection with P’. 
We have x., n, = 2, hence there are at most 2 values of x such that 
n ‘i # 0. It remains to use the following statement, which is easily checked. 
Let V be an Fz-vector space of dimension 2t with a nonsingular symplec- 
tic form ( , ), let P’ be a subset of v, let X, (1 < i < 4) be vectors in t? 
Assume that v’ generates v, x, # .Y*, the subspace of V orthogonal to 
Y -x is generated by its intersection with v’ and that ( -I )(‘3.J) + 
(Il)<t.~>=(_l)<‘I.‘.’ +(-I)<‘?,“) for all .L’E P’. Then either .yj =.Y,, 
.Y~ = .vy2 or .Q =x>, .x4 =.x,. The lemma is proved. 
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LEMMA 5.6. For any A, E tp,, A, E Qft, with the same defect we have 
(the sums are as in M(a)). 
Proof: This is equivalent to the following statement: 
If n E CD<,,, A’ E Qhz have the same defect then 
(b) 
ind(A(/i, A’) EG Y) = 
i 
CA(A*, A’) if 9”z Ql 
CA(A, A’*) if 9’ z& Q, 
(the sums are as in 54(b)). This follows from 2.5(d) and from the 
branching rule for ind 2 , . 
5.7. We now prove Proposition 5.3. The case n = 0 is trivial, so we 
assume that n > 1 and that the result is already known for n - 1. We say 
that n E Q,, is cuspidal if it is of form (0 < 1 < 2 < . . < 2t) for some t. If A 
is noncuspidal then some /1, (see 5.5(a)) is defined. 
Let A, A’ be as in 5.3(b). Assume that at least one of them (say A) is 
noncuspidal. In particular, a 3 1. 
We can choose L c P in 5.4 so that 9” z Q,. We apply 5.5(a). We see 
that ,?(A, /1’) is a summand of ind(d(/i,, /i’) q 9”) where A,, A’ have 
different defects hence, by the induction hypothesis A”(n , , A’) El 9” is a 
character sheaf whose support does not contain unipotent elements. From 
the properties of induction, it follows that the support of A”(/l, A’) does not 
contain unipotent elements. This proves that 5.3(b) holds except possibly 
when both A, A’ are cuspidal. 
Now let A, A’ be as in 5.3(a), both of defect 2t + 1. First, assume that A 
is not cuspidal. Then a 3 1 and we can again choose L c P in 5.4 so that 
9” z &. We apply 5.5(a); using the induction hypothesis, we get 
7~~~ resA(A, A’) = C A( A,, A’) q 9”. Since the last sum is nonempty, it 
follows that A(A, A’) is a direct summand of ind(A(n,, .I’) q 9”) for 
some /i, of form A,. This implies in particular that ee-supp A”(/1, A’), 
hence by 5.2, we have ](A, A’)=A(A,, A,) for some A2, A, of equal 
defect. Applying 7cY res( ) to the last equality we get by 5.5(a) and 5.6(a): 
CA(A,, A’) EX Y”=xA((A,),,A,) H 9”. Since the first sum is non- 
empty, we must have 
(a) the sets {A,}, {(iiz),} coincide and /1’= A,. 
Similarly, if we assume that A’ is noncuspidal, we get /1 = /i,. Hence if 
both A, A’ are noncuspidal, we have A”(/i, A’) = A(n, A’), as desired. 
The case where A is cuspidal can be reduced to the case where A’ is 
cuspidal, by using tensor product with the unique nontrivial local system in 
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Y(G), which interchanges A”(A, A’) and A(A’, A), and also interchanges 
A(A, A’) and A(A’, A). 
Hence in 5.3(a), we can assume that A’ is cuspidal. We now continue the 
proof of 5.3(a) assuming also that A is noncuspidal. Then (a) holds and 
n>,2(t2+2)+1. If n-2(t2+f)>/3 then (a) forces A=A2 hence 
A”(A, A’)=A(A, A’) as desired. If n-2(t’+t)= 1 or 2 then (a) gives only 
partial information. Let 
/lo= 0<1<2< ... <2t 
!- ! 
) 
A’= 0<1<2<“‘<2?-1<2t+2) 
( > 
AZ= o< 1< ‘.. <2t-2<2t<2t+ 1 
( > 
) 
A3= o< 1< ‘.’ <2t<2t+ l 
( 2 > 
1 
A4= 
( 
0<1<2< “’ <2t+2 
l-c2 I2 A5= o<, < “’ <2t<2t+2 
( 1 ) 
, 
A6= 
( 
0<1<...<2t-1<2t+1 ) 
1 
A7= 
( 
0<1<2< ..’ <2t+1 
1 1, 
Then, for n = 2( t2 + Z) + 2, (a) gives only 
{/q/f’, A”), ‘2(/P, A”)} = {A(A’, A”), A(fP, A”)}, 
{A(A3, AO), A”(A4, A”)} = {/4(/i’, A”), A(A4, no)}, 
d(A5, no) = A(A5, AO), 
while for n = 2(t2 + t) + 1, (a) gives only 
{d(A”, /IO), /7(/l’, A”)} = (A(/@, AO), A(A’, A”,}. 
Now, let 
u, EC 0<2<4< ‘.’ <4t-2<4t+2 
if n=2(t2+t)+2, 
u EC 0<2<4<... <4t<4t+2 
2 2 
> 
F 
U~EC 0<2<4< ... <4t-2<4t+l if n=2(t2+l)+ 1 
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(see 4.4) be split elements. From 4.8(b) and 4.7(a) we see that 
hll,/lO)(U, I# 0, X,4(&./ldUI) = 03 
x,+G,~~JuJ = f power ofq, X,4(/l4,/l~,(~) = 0, 
Xa(/l~,/lq(h) f 03 X4,,7.nd%) = 0. 
Hence to prove that J(A’, A”)=A(A’, A”) for 161’67 it is enough to 
prove that 
(b) ~,z~nl.nq(~~ 1 #O 
(c) x~~~~,~o)(z.~,) = even integer 
if n=2(t2+r)+2 
(d) xiw,nq(~~) z 0 if n=2(t2+f)+ I. 
We shall also prove that 
(e) XJ~~O,~O)(U~) # 0 where u. is a split element in 
( ) 
F 
C 0<2<4<... <4t , n = 2( tZ + t). 
We shall use four times the identity 3.6(a) for g = uX, U, , u2, uo. We shall 
take E to be 
E 
0<2<4<... <2t-2<2t+1 0<2< ... <2t 
1<3< “. <2t-1 1<3< “. <2t- 1 
forg=u3, 
( 0<2< ..’ E <2t-2<2t+2 1<3< ‘.. <2t-1 > ( ME 0<2<...<2t 1<3< ‘.’ <2t-1 > forg=u,, 
E 0<1<2<4<6<‘.. <2t+2 0<2<... <2t 
I <2<3<5< ... <2t+l 1<3< ‘.. <2t-1 
for g = u?, 
E 0<2< ... <2t 
( 
1 <3< ‘.. <2t- 1 
> ( 
q E 0<2<... <2t 
= 1 <3< “’ <2t- 1 1 for g u”. 
In these cases 9 is of type (t2+t+1, t’+t), (t’+t+2,t’+t), 
(t’ + t + 2, t2 + t), (t2 + t, t2 + t), respectively. In each case, the right-hand 
side of 3.6(a) is by 5.1(a) a sum over all d(M, M’) where M (resp. M’) runs 
through a fixed similarity class V (resp. v’) of symbols. 
We shall assume that d(M, M’) is given the natural mixed structure 
when it is in !T and is given an arbitrary mixed structure if it is not in ,!Z 
(see 5.1(b)). For each (M, M))E Vx v’ except for a single pair (A’, A’), 
ic { 6,4, 1, 0}, the proposition is already known to hold. Hence 
XJCM,M.j(g) = 0 if (M, M’) have different defects and XdCM,MP,(g) = 
XacM,,,,S,(g) if (A4, M’) have the same defect, (M, M’) # (A’, A’). Moreover, 
we have [,(,,,., = 1 whenever (M, M’) E V x v’ have the same defect 
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except possibly when M= M’ = A0 (cf. 3.5(a) and the induction 
hypothesis). The coefficients (A : R,(E)) in 3.6 (a) are equal to 2 “, by 
5.1(a). Hence the identity 3.6(a) is, in our cases, as follows: 
(f) ir.xa,,,,.,,ul(g)=(-1)“2”Tv(~,~~.) 
- &M.M’,E t’x C”.delM=delM’,(M,M’)#(n’.n”) h,A’.A”,(gh 
where i = 6, 4, I, or 0 and g = uj, u, , u?, uO, respectively; moreover t = I 
except possibly when i= 0, when < = td,,,,j,nOj. In the cases i= 6, 1 or 0, the 
last sum in (f) has 2”- 1 terms each of which is an odd integer (cf. 4.16); 
the other terms in the sum are zero. Moreover, Tr(g, Pi.) is an integer. 
Hence, if t 3 I, we see from (f) that 5x- aCn,.+j(g) is an odd integer. In par- 
ticular, Xd,,,,,n,t,(g) # 0. This already estabhshes (b), (d), and (e) for t 3 1. 
In the case i= 4 each term in the last sum in (f) is zero (cf. 4.13(b)) hence if 
t >, 1 we see from (f) that ~2, ,,,,,,I, g ( ) is an even integer; this establishes (c) 
for t 3 I. 
Now, assume that t = 0. This cannot arise in case (e) since n > 1. In cases 
(b) and (d), the identity (f) becomes x~,,,,,,,II~( g) = ( -1 )” Tr(g, unit repres. 
of SOi( F,)) = ( - 1 )‘I; in case (c), the identity (f) becomes x,J~,,~..,o~(~)= 
( -1 )‘I Tr(g, Steinberg repres. of SO,(F,)) = 0, since g is a unipotent 
element #e. Hence (b), (c), (d), ( e are established. We see that 5.3(a) is ) 
established for all (A, /i’) except when both A, A’ are cuspidal. 
Now, we consider more closely the identity (f) in the case where i= 0. 
Since x~~,,o,,,,u,(uJ ~0, the support of a(/I”, A”) contains e, so that by 5.2, 
~(YI”, A”) = A(d,, A,) for some symbols A,, AZ of equal defect. But we 
know already that if (A,, n2)#(n0, A”) then A(n,,ii2)=A”(n,, A,)# 
2(n”, A”). Hence we must have a(n”, JI”) = A(n”, A(‘). In particular, 
d(n”, A”) appears in (f) with its natural mixed structure (since it is in Y’). 
In our case, the canonical lagrangian XC Vx V’ (4.15) is the diagonal in 
V x V. Using 4.16, we deduce from (f) that 
where h, = rz’ - dim(class uo). From this we see that 5 is a rational number; 
being of absolute value 1, it must be + 1. It follows also that q”” must 
divide N, hence 
(g) ~q’2+i+~~~~,,<,~~:n1~,der.~=2,,~ I q”+“‘=22’-N’ (N’E~). 
Nowq'?+'_ I (mod 4) for i = 0, I, 2 ,.... Hence 5 + (2” - 1) = 2”N’ (mod 4). 
Since t 3 1, it follows that 5 = 1 (mod 4). Since 4 = k I, we must have 
5 = I. It remains to prove 5.3(b). 
Let A, A’ be as in 5.3(b) (of different defects). Assume that 
~~suppA”(n, A’). Then by 5.2 we have A”(n, n’)=A(n,, A,) for A,, A2 of 
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equal defect. We have already proved that A(/i , , AZ) = 1(/l,, //*). It 
follows that A”(/1, A’)=A((,, A,) hence (/i, /1’)=(/1,, /iz), a contradic- 
tion. This completes the proof of the proposition. 
6. TWISTED INDUCTION 
6.1. Let G be as in 2.2. We assume given an F,-rational structure 
for G with Frobenius map F: G + G. Let L be a Levi subgroup of some 
parabolic subgroup P of G with unipotent radical U. Assume that L (but 
not necessarily P) is defined over F,. We recall (cf. [6, 111) the definition 
of the linear map RFcP: AT(L’) + .jR(G’) (“twisted induction”) where 
W( ) = Grothendieck group of finite dimensional Q,-representations of a 
finite group. 
Let S = S( L, P, G) be the algebraic variety {g E G 1 g ‘F(g) E FU}. The 
finite group G’x L’ acts naturally or S by (g,, I,): g + g, gl; ‘. Hence it 
acts naturally on the I-adic cohomology Hi.(S, Q,) = q.(S). (We shall omit 
writing Q,.) For any finite dimensional L’-module p we have 
where ( )L,’ means taking L”-invariants. For any g E G” we have 
Tr(g, Rfc .(P)) = I LFI ’ , g,, Trk, 4, H,*(S)) WA P), 
whe Tr( , H,*( )) means C ( -l)i Tr( , Hi.( )). 
The following proposition and its proof are quite similar to Theorem 4.2 
in [6] which is the case where L is a torus; in the case where g, = e it is 
just Lemma 2 in [ 111. 
We shall write g = g, g, for the Jordan decomposition of g E G (g,, 
semisimple, g, unipotent). 
PROPOSITION 6.2. For g E GF we have 
Trk, RLchN 
= I L’;I ’ jZO(g,)‘I -’ 
x y;;F c Tr((-~-‘g,x, v), H,*(S,))Tr(x ‘g,,xv,P), l.tti(.,-‘)y$r)nL’ 
r-‘p,rtI.’ ““l’J. 
where S, = S(Z”(xmm’g,x) n L, Z”(x ‘g,x) n P, Z”(xp’g,x)). 
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Proof: For each YE L’, the automorphism (g, y) of S decomposes as a 
product (g,>, y,$). (g,,, y,) and by [6, Theorem 3.21 we have Tr((g, y), 
H,*(S)) =Tr((g,, y,), HF(SiR\.“o), where S(n5,r’,) is the fixed point set of 
(g,$ , y,,): S + S. Hence 
(a) Trk, Rfc JP)) = I L’I -’ C,,..Lb Tr((g,, I’,), 
H:( .ScR’, “!I)) Tr( y, p). 
For a fixed YE L’, the map x, < + 
Z”(y,)k-\({xEG’I x-‘gvx=y,,} 
x {&ZO(y,,) I r-‘F(5)EZ”(y,,)nFU})-,S’“~.~“’ 
(where Z”(y,,) acts by to: (x, <)--+xr;‘, to<)) is easily seen to be an 
isomorphism. The action of (g,, y,) on S’.q5. “I’ corresponds under this 
isomorphism to the action (x, 0 + (g,x, ty;‘); hence 
Tr((g,, Y,), K(S’Rsx “?I 
= I Z”(Y,)“~ -’ 1 Tr((t,, vu), W(S(Z”(~,) n L Z”(y.,) n P, Z”(y,,))) 
sum over all co ~z’(y,,)‘, x~G’such that x~‘g,,x= y,, x~‘g~x= co. We 
substitute this into (a); the proposition follows. 
6.3. The Q,-linear extension 9?(L’)@~,-BJ(G’)@~, of RzcP 
will be again denoted by Rf= p. We identify 9(Gp) @ 0, with the space of 
Q,-valued class functions on G”, using characters. Let ng: 
&?(G’) @ 0, -+ a(G”) @ 0, be the idempotent defined in terms of class 
functions by 
(a) (lp) k)={.;(g) if g E G’ is unipotent if g E GF is not unipotent. 
Define similarly n,$: 9( L”) 0 0, -+ 9( L’) 0 Q,. We then have 
(b) R(l‘,p n,” = n,” Rfc p. 
This follows immediately from Proposition 6.2. 
6.4. Assume now that we are given a maximal torus Tc G which is 
F,-split. Let YEE(T) be such that Y@O(y~l)=Q,. For any 
u’ E W = N( T)/T we choose a representative k E N(T) and an element x E G 
such that Fx= x3. Then T,, =xTx-’ is F-stable. Assume now that 
WE w,; then the inverse image Sp,, of 9 under T,,. -+ T, t + x - ’ tx satisfies 
F*lc,,, z 6p,,,  we choose the last isomorphism so that it induces identity on 
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the stalk at e and we define l,.(t) E @ to be the scalar by which 
F*cYw. 1 YK. acts on the stalk at t E T$ Then &: Tk: + 0: is a character 
and we can define R$,,(A,,,)E~(G~) as in [6]. This is independent of the 
choice of ~5, x. 
In the rest of this section, we assume that G z SO,,, r(k) and F,, F: 
G + G are as in 4.7. If dip E Y(T), 9 @ 2 2 @, and 9 is of type (a, h) we may 
identify W, with W, x W, as in 4.1. For each A E @f,, II’ E @,!, we set 
.LS(A,A’)=l W, 1-l c Tr(w, E(n, ~‘))RG,,(~,,.)E~(G~)O~,. 
bVE wy 
(Note that &?(A, /1’) is defined in terms of 9, or rather of the W-orbit of 
9; since the W-orbit of 9 is determined by (a, h) which, in turn, are 
defined by /1, A’, we may omit 9 from the notation.) 
According to [ 13, 4.231, to any pair of symbols A E @,, /i’ E Qh 
(a+ h=n) one can attach an irreducible representation p(n, A’) of G”; 
characterized by the following property: 
(a) For any /i , E @L, A’, E @A we have 
.@(A,, A;)= 1 VI-‘/2 I V’I -112 c ( _l)(‘“,““.‘“l,“i’>p(A, A’), 
AtV 
A’E V’ 
where V (resp. V’) is the similarity class of A, (resp. of A’,). 
The right-hand side of the previous equality is defined for any A, E @,, 
A’, E @,, (not necessarily of defect I), and we can therefore define 
.%(A,, A’,)E.c~(G~)@~, for any A, E@,, A’,E@,, so that the previous 
equality holds in this more general case. 
With this definition, the (extended) equality (a) can be inverted (Fourier 
inversion formula): 
(b) p(A,A’)=IVI “2jv’I “2-&Ev.niE,,. (-l)((n,n’,‘n,.ni)> 
x.@(A,, A;) 
for all AE@,, A’E@~. 
6.5. Let 9 be as in 6.4, of type (a, h), and let ,? = J%, : T”-+ Q, be 
defined in terms of F*~‘s 5! as in 6.4. The principal series representation 
9;. of G’ (see 3.6) for E = E( A,, A’,) will be denoted .Y(A,, A’,). Here 
A, ED;, A’, E@;. 
PROPOSITION 6.6. For any A, E @A, A, E @A we have Y(A,, A,) = 
P(A,, A,). 
Proc$ First, one shows that an analogue of the equality 5.5(a) holds 
for jj(A,, AJ (instead of a( A,, AZ); the proof is essentially the same as 
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that of 5.5. Then one notes that the analogue of the equality 5.6(a) holds 
for Y(n,, A,) (instead of A(n , , A,)). In both of these statements, res is the 
adjoint of induction of representations. The proof then continues as in 5.7 
(in the special case t = 0); as in that proof we need some special arguments 
in the case where n < 2. In the present case, those arguments are much sim- 
pler: we can distinguish between the various representations simply by 
computing their degrees. 
Another proof of this proposition (in the case where h = 0) is given in 
[ 13, 12.61. Now, using 6.4(b) we get the following result 
COROLLARY 6.7. For an>’ A E @,!,, A’ E @A, MT have 
gy/f, A’) = / VI ‘,? 1 V’I ‘,l 
,A?, (-l) 
(cn.n’).cnl.ni)>~(/1,) ,f; , 
,:, C, 
whet-r V, V’ are as in 6.4(a). 
6.8. Now let L c P be as in 6.1; assume that both L and P are 
defined over F,, and that the derived group L’ of L is isomorphic to 
so Z,,,+ ,(I?). We have L = L’ x YF. Let \V E “#. = N(L)/L, let C be a 
representative of I(’ in N(L) and let .K E G be such that Fx = sk. We set 
L,,. = .uL.u ‘, P,, = xP.u ‘, L:, = xL’.u ‘, S%,, = .~P~.Y ‘. Then L,, is 
F-stable (but P,, is not, in general). 
Let YE .Y’(Zy ). If kt’~ ?V&, (see 2.3(a)) the inverse image 14,. E ,V(%y,,,) of 
V under Y:.,, -+T:,, r +.Y I_-.Y, satisfies F*q, E P”; we choose the last 
isomorphism so that it induces identity on the stalk at r and we define 
i,,.(:)E Q, to be the scalar by which F*.q:, 7x, acts on the stalk at 
: E Yy~.,,. (This generalizes a discussion in 6.4.) Then E.,, : (?Yt,,)“- Q/* is a 
character. Assume that nz = (t’ + 1) + (t’” + t’). Since L:, is isomorphic to 
so ?,,,+,(k) as groups defined over F,, we may consider :4(/i,, A~,)E 
.&‘(L:,/‘.)@Q, (see 6.4) where A,, =(O< 1 <2< ... <2f)~@,?+,, A;, = 
(O< 1 <2< “’ <2r’)E@,C+,,; we may also consider the external tensor 
product :&‘(A,,, Ai,) 0 ,I,, E.JA(L(;:)@Q,. (Note that L,, = L:, x Y: _,,.) Hence 
we may consider the element 
(a) Rf,,, ,‘,, (&‘(A,,, A;) •C iw,,.)E.M(G“)@Q, (wEW>,). 
By results in [ 13, 4.23; 2; 18, 2.191, the element (a) can be expressed as an 
explicit Q-linear combination of irreducible representations of G( F,,). In 
particular, if YEEY’(YY,) satisfies For= Q, and it is of type (a’, h’), (see 
4.1) then 
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where ;i, E@ 0’ + 12 + I ) A,E@ hr + ,,I + ,, are defined by; 
A = &<i.,<-<A, 
I i PI < ... <Pp )- 
2, = 
( 
o< 1 < ... < 2t - 1 < & + 2t < j*, + 2t < ” < /g + 2t 
PI < “. CP’P IT 
n 
2 
= 2; < ;I; < ‘.. <A;, 
( pi < . < /lb* )- 
;i 0 < 1 < . . . < 2t’ - 1 < 3”;) + 2t’ < i; + 2t’ < . . < I.,? + 2t’ 
2 
= 
( p; < . < p;, 1; 
E: W,. + f 1 is the character E = E(O; ‘) and E’: W,, + + 1 is the character 
E’ = E( “; ’ ); we regard E(A , , A,) 0 (E’ q (&‘)I’) as a representation of 
w,. x w,, sz wy. 
From (b) it follows in particular that (for 9 as in (b)) the element (a) 
depends on L (but not on P) and that it depends only on the conjugacy 
class of w in %$ (not on w itself); we will therefore omit P,,. when writing 
the element (a). 
We now define for any finite dimensional @,[%>,I-module E: 
(c) R2,(t, t’, E) = 1 %?I 1 -’ C,,,. w ~ Rf,Jk??(AO, AL) IX A,,) Tr(w, E@ 
(E’ Eli E”‘)) E B( G”) @ 0,. 
With these notations, we have the following result. (We identify 
g(G’) @ Q, with the space of class functions on G’ as in 7.3; d# is as in 2.6.) 
LEMMA 6.9. (a) Assume thut t = t’. Then Fy(t, t, E) 1 $a’= 
TQ,(t, t, mdz JE)) 1 4Y’. 
(b) Assume that t # t’ and that .cJ?(A,, A,) is zero on the unipotent 
elements of SOZmt , (F,). Then Fy(t, t’, E) 1 %‘=O. 
ProoJ (b) follows immediately from formula 6.3(b). The same formula 
shows that for t = t’ the restriction of &Jt, t’, E) to o&p is equal to the 
right-hand side of 6.8(c) (with ,I,. replaced by the unit character), restricted 
to d&L: In this case, (t = t’), the character ~‘8 (6’)” of Y4CY = W, x W, is the 
restriction of the character El’ of *Iy- where E is the character E(o; A,) of 
W= W,,,. Hence 
4Xl/lW/l-13 
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Using the fact that Rz,,(.%?(A,, Ah) q 1) depends only on the conjugacy 
class of MJ in “PY, we see that the previous expression equals 
and it remains to use the fact that Indz Y( E@ E’) = Ind $ JE) 0 E’. 
6.10. Now, we consider the equality 6.8(c) for E = E(A , , A,) where 
A, E @A,, A, E @A,. We substitute in this equality the expression 6.8(a) by 
the equivalent expression given in 6.8(b); using the Schur orthogonality 
relations for @‘II, we find the equality 
(a) F&(t, t’, E(A,, A,))=B(;i,, ;i,), 
where ;i, , ;i, are defined in terms of A,, A2 as in 6.8(b). We can therefore 
restate Lemma 6.9 in terms of B(;i,, 2,) as follows. 
LEMMA 6.10. Let A, A’ he two symbols of defect 2t+ 1, 2t’+ 1, respec- 
tively, such that n = rank A + rank A’. Let A,, A; he as in 6.8. 
(a) rf t = t’, then 
&!(A, A’) 1 %!‘-= c m@(A(‘), A;) 1 %’ 
ItI 
where Z, PZ, EZ, A(” are as in 4.9(a), (b). 
(b) Assume that t# t’ and that %?(A,,, A;) is zero on unipotent 
elements. Then &?(A, A’) I %!‘= 0. 
6.11. Now, let 0 be an element of ylzc,‘l. We define 
B-To E~?(G~)O& by 
(a) B$ = %(A, Ah), 
where Ab=(O< 1 <2< ... <2t)~@$:,’ and A~@z’_f:~+,) is defined by 
the condition A*Ab = 0. In other words, if we have 
8= I”,, <A, < ‘.’ <Ap+zt > 1(,<“‘</l,, ’ we represent A; by 
0<1<2<...<p+2t 
O<l<...<p-1 > 
and we have 
We can then rewrite the formula in 7.10(a) as follows 
(b) B(A, A’) I %F=CIE,~;9Q,,, ( ull’; 
where Z, M, E Z, 0”) are as in 4.9(d). 
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7. THE MAIN RESULTS FOR S02,,+ ,(F,). 
7.1. We preserve the assumptions of 6.4. In the following theorem, 
the assumptions are as in 6.4, 5.1. 
THEOREM 7.2. Let A E @,, A’ E Qh, u + h = n. 
(a) Lf‘ A, A’ have the same defect then 
.%‘(A, A’) 1 @“= (-1)” x~,~,+) 1 “a’, 
where A”(A, A’) = A(A, A’) is provided with its canonical mixed structure. 
(b) Jf A, A’ have different defect then 
%(A, A’) / o&r= (-1)” x~,,,,~,, 1 %‘“=O, 
where a(A, A’) is provided with any mixed structure; 
For the proof we shall need two lemmas which will be proved in 7.6, 7.7. 
LEMMA 7.3. Let V c CD,, V’ c @,, be two similarity classes and let 
XC V x V’ be the canonical lagrangian (see 4.15 ). 
(a) There exists a lagrangian subspace Y of V x V’ which is com- 
plementary to X and is such that for any (A, A’) E Y, both A, A’ have 
defect 1. 
(b) Let Y be as in (a). The matrix M=(M,.,) (x6X, ye Y) with 
M, ,. = ( - 1) < ‘. )‘) is nonsingular. 
(c) Let Y be as in (a) and let ZE Vx V’- X. There exists z’ = 
(A, A’) E V x V’ - Y such that A, A’ have defect 1 and such that the matrix 
M’=(M\,,) (xEXU {z}, YE YU {z’}), with M:,,.=(-1)(‘,-1) is non- 
singular. 
LEMMA 7.4. For any similarity cluss R in yl;,,+ , (see 4.14) there exist 
two integers a > 0, b > 0 such that a + b = n and similarity classes VC Cp,, 
V’ c Qh such that the map A, A’ + A * A’ (see 4.12) is a b[jection between 
the canonical lagrangian XC V x V’ (see 5.15) and the set R. 
7.5. Proof of Theorem 7.2 
We may assume that n 3 1 and that the Theorem is already proved for 
SO ~,c+~(F~), n'<n. 
First, we note that, by 6.9 and the induction hypothesis, 7.2(b) holds 
except possibly when both A and A’ are cuspidal. We shall prove 7.2(a) by 
induction onf( A, A’) = n* - b(A * A’) which is an integer 20, by 4.4(c). In 
other words we shall prove 7.2(a) for A, A’ such that f(A, A’) = f. assum- 
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ing that 7.2(a) is already known for pairs with strictly smaller .f: First, 
assume that a(A) + u(/i’) = h(n * A’). 
Let VC @, (resp. V’ c @,,) be the similarity class of n (resp. A’) and let 
XC Vx v’ be the canonical lagrangian. Then (A, ,~‘)EX (see 4.15(c)). For 
any u E V x v’ with both components of defect 1, we have 
(The first identity follows from 3.6(a) taking into account 5.1(a) and 5.3; 
the mixed structure on J(u, ) is as in 7.2. The second identity follows from 
6.7. ) 
Subtracting these two identities we get 
(a) ICC:,., E ljx 1- (-I)“‘.““(( -l)“Xa,,,, I qv-&f(~,) / *!“)=(I. 
The term corresponding to a G’, whose components have different defects 
and are not both cuspidal are already known to be zero. Also, the term 
corresponding to a u, whose components have equal defects and with 
c’, 4 X is also known to be zero, by 4.14(c), (e) and the induction 
hypothesis. Hence our sum (a) may be restricted to u, E X and possibly one 
additional term corresponding to a pi with cuspidal components of dif- 
ferent defects. (There is at most one such c ,; if there is one, we call it vy.) 
The sum so restricted is still zero. 
If uy is not defined, we write the identity (a) for all C’E Y (Y as in 7.3(a)). 
Using 7.3(b) we deduce that 
(-l)“Xa,,,,, I??-d(V,)l &/‘.=O for all c, E X. 
If uy is defined, we wirte the identity (a) for all UE Y ( Y as in 7.3(a)) and for 
-’ as in 7.3(c) defined in terms of z = ry (which is clearly not in X). Using ‘.
7.3(c) we deduce that 
(b) ( -l)“xa,,,,) I’&‘-.&(u,)l %!‘=Ofor all u, EXand for v, =v:). 
In particular, 7.2(a) holds for (A, A’). We now consider (A, A’) as in 7.2(a) 
which do not necessarily satisfy a( A) + a( /1’) = h(n * A’). We have 
(c) .%(A, A’) ) $&II” = CIt, %PliLY(A(‘), /lb) ( wp; (-1)” X&n.n.,l ‘J&E = 
Ll -,( - 1 )‘, X,ij(,,i’l.,f()) I @‘; 
by 4.9(a), 6.10(a), and 5.3, with notations in 4.9(a), (b). Moreover by 
4.10(a), there is one index i0 E I such that mi, = 1 and /1’” *A; = A * A’ 
and for the other indices we have h(/i”’ * ,I;) > h(n”O) * /ib), i.e., 
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f(A”‘, A;) <f’(A’“‘, Ah) = ,fO. Hence the terms in (c) corresponding to the 
same i# i,, are equal, by the induction hypothesis. Subtracting the two 
equalities (c) we thus get 
(d) 9(/i, /I’) I@‘-( -l)‘Z~d,n.n.)I %F 
= 9(A’Lo’, Ah) I aF- ( -1)” XJ(J’oi,nb) 1a”, 
where ntiU’ * Ab = /i * A’, nb cuspidal. Applying now Lemma 7.4, for R the 
similarity class of A */1’ E Y$, + , , we see that we can find 2, 2 of equal 
defect, such that rank(l) + rank(;i’) = n and ji*;i’=A*A’, 
a(;i)+a(;i’)=h(;i * 1’). We can write the identity (d) for /1, /i’ replaced 
by 2, 2’; if, in the definition of /1”O’, A’ (in terms of A, /1’) we replace A, /1’ 
by ;i, J’, we get again II’~‘, Al (since 2 * ,?’ = n * A’). Hence we get the 
identity 
The left-hand side of (e) is zero, be the earlier part of the proof, since 
a(,?) + ~(1’) = h(A * 2’) andf(l, 1’) = fO. Hence the right-hand side of (e) 
is zero and it follows that both sides of (d) are zero. Thus 7.2(a) is proved 
by induction. 
The proof above shows also that when A, A’ are both cuspidal of dif- 
ferent defects, we have ( -1)” XA~,,~,, I%!l’=B!(A, A’) I “11”, (see (b)). This 
completes the proof of the theorem (assuming Lemmas 7.3, 7.4). 
7.6. Proof of‘ Lemma 7.3 
Consider the sequences: 
Kc?” <a, 6 .‘. <a,,, P:Bo <p, 6 ... <pzp 
attached to V, v’ in 4.15(a), (b). Consider also the equivalence relation z 
on (0, l,..., 2~) in 4.15. Let E (resp. fl) be the set of singles (elements 
appearing exactly once) in c1 (resp. /3). There is a unique fixed point free 
involution j: Cr LI p- 6 IJ B which induces the identity map on the set of 
equivalences classes for Z ; in other words, for each equivalence class I for 
& , the set { ~1, ECc, i E Z} LI (pi E fl, i E I} is either empty or contains exactly 
two elements which are switched by,j. 
We now arrange the elements of Cx LI fl in a sequence as follows. Let P, 
be the smallest element of I?. Let P, = j(P,). If P, EM (resp. P, ~8) let P, 
be the element of Cc (resp. 8) immediately following P, in Cr (resp. in fl). Let 
P, = j(P,). If P, E Cc (resp. P, E B) let P, be the element of ol (resp. B) 
immediately following P, in cl (resp. in p). We continue this process as long 
as possible. The last element obtained is Pz,+ , E E It is the maximal 
element of p. Let PzLI+ 2 be the largest element of p which is 
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#PO, PI,..., Pzo+ ,. Let Pzo+> be the largest element of Q which is 
z PO, p, 2...2 pZ‘,+ I> p&+2. Continue this as long as possible; in the end we 
find Pz,+u,. Now let Pm, be the smallest element of E which is 
#P,,P, ,..., P2u+,. Let P-, be the smallest element of ? which 
z p 1, pop, >...1 p,, + , . Continue this as long as possible; in the end we 
find Pm,,,. Thus we have arranged the elements of 6 JJ a in a sequence 
P--K, p h’+,,..., p I> PO, PI,..., pz,,+,,,. 
Let (Pi, Pi+ ,) be two consecutive elements of this sequence such that 
Pi+ , # j(P,). We associate to (P,, Pi+ ,) a vector e,,, + , E V x v’ as follows. 
Note that P,, P,, , are both in Cr or both in /r. 
Assume for example that they are both in E. Let (($), (a)) be the zero 
element of Vx v’. Then one of Pi, Pi+, is in So, the other is in T,; if we 
interchange then (leaving all other entries unchanged) we get an element 
et.1 + I = (( &), (2)) of Vx v’. The vectors e,,,+ , (for various (P,, Pi+ ,) as 
above) form a basis of a subspace Y c Vx v’. One checks easily that this 
subspace has the required properties. Now 7.3(b) follows immediately from 
7.3(a). 
We now prove 7.3(c). We have z = z, + zz where z, E X, z2 E Y, and 
z2 ~0. Since the vectors z’ = (/1, /1’) E V x v’ such that A, /1’ have defect 1 
generate Vx v’, there exists such a vector z’ which satisfies also 
(Z’ , zz) # 0. Assume that the matrix M’ defined in 7.3(c) in terms of this z’, 
is singular. Then from 7.3 (b) it follows that there exist c, E 0, (Vlx E X) 
such that 
(-I)<‘.-‘,>= c c,( -1)hI.) 
(VYI’ n 
\ E .Y 
(-I)“.=‘> = c c,( -l)<‘.“>, 
rtx 
We have (-l)<‘,“‘= ( -1 )(“,j’). From the linear independence of the 
functions Y-+Q,:y-+(-l)(‘,“’ (for various x E X) it follows that cz, = 1 
and c., =0 for x#z,. Hence ( -l)<‘,“>=CrEXcli( -l)<“x”‘= (-l)(‘l,“>. 
Thus (z, z’)= (z,,z’) and (z,, z’) = 0, contradicting the choice of z’. 
The lemma is proved. 
7.7. Proof of Lemma 7.4 
Let (.T) E R. Write the entries of S, T in a single row, in increasing order: 
x(J dx, dx, < ... <x2‘,). 
This sequence has the property that x, - xi 2 > 2 for all i, 2 < i < 2~. We 
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construct two sequence a0 < a, < . *. < a2p, /I0 6 /I?, < . . d f12/, of integers 
20 such that 
(4 ai >aj-2r fl,>/~I-~ (2<i<2p), ai+p,=xi (O<i<2p), and 
si -x,- 1 > 2 * ai > ai_, and pi > b,_, 
Let a0 3 0, f10 >, 0 be such that a0 + /I,, =x,,. Assume that a0 d . . d a, , , 
PO < ... 6 fl,+, , have been already defined for some t 2 1 so that (a) is 
satisfies as far as it makes sense. We want to define a,, 8,. If x, = X, ~, , we 
set a, =armm,, /?,=/I-,. If x,=x, , + 1 then we set CX, = a,- , , 
b,=fl,-,+l (ifa,P,>a,~,orift=l)andweseta,=a,~,+l,fl,=/?, , 
(if a, , = a,- *); we cannot have simultaneously a,-, = a,-*, fl,-, = fl,- 2 
since we would then have x, = x, ~ z + 1, a contradiction. 
If X, 3x, , + 2 we can find a,, p, such that a, > CY ,... , , 8, > fi, , , 
a, + /I, =x,. Thus the two sequences a0 <a, < ... <a,,, 
Bo <a, < ‘.. dP*p are constructed. Let Y be the similarity class of 
i 
a, < a2 < a4 < . 
a, <a3 < ... 
E @o 
and let v’ be the similarity class of 
( 
Bo<lj*<PLl< ..’ E@ . 
p, </I3 < .” > 17” 
one checks easily that V, V’ satisfy the requirements of the lemma. 
COROLLARY 7.8. Assume n = 2(r* + t), und let 
H= 
i 
0<2<4< ... <4t 
> 
E v/;,,+,, A;= 0-c 1<2< ... <2t 
i - 1 
d+;;. 
Then 
(a) 4 h(~‘)+lz+& z$q/f;, A;,). 
Proqf Letf’ be the left-hand side of (a) and letfbe the right-hand side 
of (a). When we restrict ,f to “2’; we get (cf. 7.2(a), 5.3(a)) 
When we restrict ,f to &” we get xacnb,nb, IO&!” (cf. 4.8(b)). Hence (a) holds 
after restriction to %I 
Let .f” = xd~n6,ng). Then f” =f ‘. Applying [ 15, V 25.7 J to f” we get 
1 G”‘I ’ CR E Q If”( g)I * = 1, where 1 ( denotes complex absolute value. Since 
f”(g)=0 for g&9?” and f”(g) =j(g) for g 66&p it follows that 
IG”j ’ c Kt r,b I,f‘(g)l* = 1. From the definition (6.4(a), (b)) offwe see that 
IG”‘I ’ &.,b l.f(g)l*= 1. It follows that IG”-I ’ CaEC;f #,P I.f’(g)l’=O 
hence j’IG”- ,&/“= 0. Thus j’=,f”, as required. 
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COROLLARY 7.9. Let 0 E Y2,, + , he of defect 2t + 1 and let (C, &) he the 
corresponding element qf .N&, see 4.4(b). Let fO: G’+ 0, he as in 4.7. Let 
4 w+,;~+,), .4b E a$‘: ,’ be defined b-y 
It;)= 
( 
0<1<2< “’ <2t 
> 
) 
A;* ;1”;,= 8. Let Lc P, w‘, L,,., P,, , t; be as in 6.8, Lderg SOo,+ ,,j(k), and 
let A, E@I,- 2(,‘+,) be related to 2, as in 6.8(b). Then 
(a) 4 h’(“+r’+r~,j = ~YF-‘X,,,.,~ x:; I?Zf:l,-’ R~,,,,(n(Ab,Ab)O~.) 
Tr( MS, E( A, ) @ c’), 
where i. runs over all characters Yt,, + 07. 
Proqf: Let 
From 7.2(a) and 4.8 we have Z7:f.F = I7iP’ (with notations of 6.3). Hence 
by 6.3(b). It remains to use the following fact 
(A runs over all characters z&,, -+ 0::). This follows from the fact (7.8) that 
&(A;, A;) is concentrated on unipotent elements. This completes the proof 
of the corollary. 
Note that (a) can be regarded as an explicit formula for the values of the 
irreducible characters of SO,,, + , (F,) at unipotent elements (cf. 1.5 and 
4.7(a)). 
7.10. Now we consider an example. Consider in the setup of 7.8, 
a split element u E C(0)‘.. Recall that n = 2(t2 + t). Let 
A= 
0<2< “’ <2t 
I <3< “’ <2r- I 
E a;, + ,. 
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We consider the principal series representation p(A, A) of G’ (see 6.4(a)). 
From 6.4(b), 7.2(a), (b) and from the proof of 57(g) we see that 
Tr(u, p(A, A))=2P2’ c 
o<i</ “E@,2+, 
def/l=2r+l 
Hence 
(a) Tr(u,p(A, ii))=2~“C,.i.,(2~~il)q”+; 
In particular, the right-hand side of (a) is an integer. 
7.11. Many of the results we have proved for SO,,, + , (F,) (e.g., 5.3, 
7.2, and 7.8) can be extended to PSO,f,(F,) and PSp,,(F,), q= 1 (mod 4), 
with essentially the same proof. There are some difficulties in extending 7.9, 
since the L,, appearing may involve twisted groups of type D which we 
have excluded from our analysis; this difficulty disappears if we restrict our- 
selves to the special case of 7.9 in which L is a maximal torus. Then the 
proof remains the same and it yields the Green functions of PSOz,(F,) and 
PSP,,,(FJ 
We shall formulate only the analogue of 7.8. 
Let A be the unique cuspidal character sheaf of G = PSO,,,z(k) (resp. 
pSp16,~+d4 or PSP,,,~-,, (k)) which is supported by the closure of a 
unipotent class. Then A E 6, where 9 E ,Y( T) is such that W, is a Weyl 
group of type D4,2 x D,,z (resp. D,,? x B412+2, or D.,,z x B,,z 21 ). 
In the parametrization [ 15, V 23.11, A corresponds to a point u,, in a 
certain symplectic vector space V of dimension 8r - 4 (resp. 8t - 2 or 
8t - 4) over F2 with symplectic form ( , ). 
In the parametrization [ 13, 4.231, the same vector space V parametrizes 
a family of irreducible representations of G(F,), (v E V corresponds to a 
representation p,) such that p[,” is a cuspidal representation. 
We then have the following analogue of 7.8 (for G(F,,) = PSO& (F,) or 
f's~,,,(F,), q- 1 (mod 4)): 
(a) xa=IV/ -‘~‘~,.,(-~)(“,““>~,,.E~(G’)OQ. 
8. GREEN FUNCTIONS AND THE GROUP OF TYPE E8 
8.1. In this section, G is an adjoint simple split algebraic group 
over F, with a fixed Fq-split maximal torus T and a fixed Bore1 subgroup 
BI T. We assume that the characteristic of k is good for G and that 
NJq - 1 where N is the smallest integer 3 1 such that 2 ON z Q, for all 
YE Y( T) such that W, has the same rank as G. (For example, we have 
N=6, 12, 60 for G of type E,, E,, ER.) This implies that: 
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(a) If YE Y(T) is such that W, has the same rank as G, then 
F*z z 2. 
Indeed, we have F*lc % 9 @y for any 9 E Y(T); if moreover, WY has the 
same rank as G then Y @ N 2 D,, hence 6p BY 2 9 and (a) follows. 
For each irreducible representation E of W, (9 as in (a)) we set pz = 
irreducible component of the G’-module ind$(j”) corresponding to E 
(A: T/“ + 0: is defined in terms of 9 as in 3.5) 
sy = 1 WY,1 ’ 1 RF,, O.,,) Tr(w 4. 
,I(t wy 
(notations as in the beginning of 6.4) 
KY,, E -x,(G) 
(as in 2.4(b) with L = T, -W‘ = W), 
R,(E)M,(D)O~, 
(as in 2.10), 
XK,., 
(as in 3.1, defined in terms of the natural mixed structure 3.2). Note that 
P$‘, 9:, KY,.,, Ry,.,, xK~,~ can be defined for not necessarily irreducible 
finite dimensional representations E of WY> so that they are additive in E 
and are as above for irreducible E. 
LEMMA 8.2. Jf E is the representation of’ W, carried by a left cell of’ W, 
then 
(a) pE=9z, 
(b) KY>,,= R,(E). 
Proc$ (a) is proved in [13, (12.4.2)] in the case where 9 z Q,; the 
same proof applies in the general case. The same proof, using [ 15, V 23.11 
instead of [ 13, 4.231 gives (b). 
8.3. Let E be as in Lemma 8.2. We write the identity 3.6(a) for E: 
(a) P~=C~~C~,.~-*~“~(-~)~‘~~~~(A:R~~(E))X~. 
By 8.2(b) we have R,(E)= KYY.E, hence (A: R,(E)) is equal to the mul- 
tiplicity (E’: E) of E’ in E if A = K,,,. (E an irreducible representation at 
W,) and (A: R, (E)) is zero otherwise. Moreover, we have automatically 
F*KY,E, E KY., (see (3.2). If A = K,,, then tA = 1 for the natural mixed 
structure of A (see 3.5(a)). We also replace pE by 95, see 8.2(a). Hence (a) 
becomes 
(b) .$’ = ( - 1 )dimC E’ (E’: E) xk.y,E = (- 1 )dimGXKpu.t. 
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We now restrict both sides of this equality to the set %’ of unipotent 
elements in G’. We have xK,,,I%‘=x K,,,ndElgF (by 2.6(e) and 3.2(a)), 
where we write 1 instead of 0, and ind E instead of ind,WY,E. Moreover, we 
have &?zI@F=&?!“dEI%t‘; this follows immediately from 6.3(b) for 
L=maximal torus (cf. the proof of 6.9(a)). Hence from (b) we deduce 
(c) a?~“dEpYF= (- l)di”G XK’JW. 
We now show that 
(d) at,< IS?“= (- 1 )dim ‘xKI,E 1%” 
for any irreducible representation E’ of W. 
This would follow from (c) if the statement (e) below were known: 
(e) Any irreducible representation of W is a Z-linear combination of 
representation of form ind KY (E) f or various Y as in 8.1 (a) and various 
representations E of WY, carried by left cells of W,. 
Now statement (e) is trivial for type A and it can be checked for excep- 
tional Weyl groups using the tables of Alvis [ 11. (It would be interesting to 
prove (e) in general.) In the case of G of type B, (d) is already known (a 
special case of 7.2(a) and 5.3); the same proof applies for type C and D. 
Hence (d) holds in general. 
THEOREM 8.4. Let C’ he a unipotent class of G (as in 8.1) and let b’ he an 
irreducible, G-equivariant local system on C’ such that (Cl, 6’) corresponds 
to an irreducible representation E’ of W, under the Springer correspondence. 
Let h( C’) = v - t dim( C’) bchere v = number qf positive roots ef G. Then 
RF,, (E,) Tr( M’, E’). 
where A runs over all characters qf T% (T,,. as in 6.4). 
Proqf: (cf. Proof of 7.9). Let 
,F = I WI ’ 1 R$,, ( 1) Tr( kv, E’), 
I,‘E MI 
(a) 8’ = qh’C“)~c,,t,. = ( - 1 )dim ” flz XK,. E, 
(notation of 6.3). From 8.3(d), we have 
.F’=I~~F’=I~~.sF=[W~~’ c R~,,(IL~(l))Tr(w,E’) 
WE w 
and the theorem follows. 
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8.5. Now assume that G is of type E,. Let F0 be the unique 17- 
element family of irreducible representations of W. To .& corresponds a 
family of unipotent representations of GF, see [13, 4.231; the represen- 
tations in this family are indexed by elements of J( 6,) see [ 13, 
pp. 36993701. We denote p,,, the representation of G’ corresponding to 
(x, ~)E.&‘(G~). We shall use the notation of [13, 4.31 for the elements of 
c K( 6,). Now we can state the following result which has been first proved 
by Kawanaka [9] in large characteristic, but without assuming 60/q - 1. 
THEOREM 8.6. Assume that G is qf’type E, and that 6Olq - 1. Let (C,,, &) 
he the unique pair where C,, is a unipotent class in G and &, is a cuspidal 
local system on Co (see 2.2). Then 
(The pairing { : } on .&‘(Gs) is defined as in [13, (4.14.3)]). The proof 
will be given in 8.11. Note that x~.,,.~,,= %(.u,Ag, by [4] or by [15, V 23.11. 
8.7. Let us define, for any (x’, 0’) E cH(Gs): 
(a) b,,.,s = C ,,.n)5.N,G5) ic-5 0): lx', g')) P,.,. 
We then have 
(b) PI,.,, = C,,.0)E.l,,C5) i(J-> a): t-u’, (J’)} b,.,. 
We shall parametrize the representations of W in & by a subset ‘a(Gz) of 
A!‘(6,) as in [ 13, (4.13.2)]. Let E,., be the representation of W 
corresponding to (x, a) E .&(6,). We shall denote A,,,, (.u, a) E .&!(G5) the 
character sheaf of G associated in [ 15, V 23.11 to Y = Q,, .q, and to 
(s, fT)E.fl(G5). 
LEMMA 8.8. Let A he the unique character sheaf qf’G whose restriction to 
Co is 8” (up to a shift) und which is zero on G-c. We have A = A,.j4. 
Proqf: It follows from the proof of Cl.5, IV 21.123 that A = A,,,,,,, for 
some (x,, cro) E ..&‘(6,) -. #(6,). We shall write the identity 3.6(a) for 
6p= o,, E= E,,, (see 8.7) and we evaluate both sides at a split element 
u E Ci. The left-hand side of the resulting identity is an integer. The right- 
hand side is a sum over all A,,, (.u, (T) E .&‘(G5), which satisfy 
F* A y,b z A ~,(T and e E supp A r,(T. We shall consider such A ,,(i with the 
natural mixed structure (3.2); by the classification of cuspidal local systems, 
such A,,, must have support equal to G (and then rA,,= 1 by 3.5(a)) or 
else A,,,= A. 
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We consider A with the natural mixed structure 3.2. The identity 3.6(a) 
becomes: 
(a) C (r,n)6.k(55) {(XT 0): (1, 1)) x4,.,(4+ {(x0, CJo): (17 w r, h(U) 
= integer. 
Using 8.4(a) and the explicit determination of the Springer correspondence 
in [19] we see that 
XA,.,b) = 
i 
0 if (x, o)Es(G5), xf 1 
q” dim 0 if(x,g)=(1,g),0#J4. 
We have (1, a)~s(6~) if and only if c #A4. Note that x~(u) =q2’. 
Moreover > {(b):U, I))= dim a/120. Thus, from (a) we obtain 
& mFj.4 (dim d2 P + it x0, go): (x0, CJ,)} tAxa (~1 =integer 
hence 
(b) {(x0, cro): (1, l)} <aq20+gq’6=integer. 
Since ((x0, 17~): (1, 1)) IS a rational number ~0, it follows that tA is a 
rational number. Being of absolute value 1, it is + 1. It is clear that 
i(xo, 00): (1, 1,) h as as denominator a divisor of 120. From (b) with 
CA = + 1 we see that {(x0, [TV): (1, 1)) must have denominator exactly 120. 
This forces (x0, ao) to be (1, 1) or (1, n4). We have (x0, (rO) # (1, 1) since 
SUPPA,,, =G and A,,,,, = A is cuspidal. Hence (x,, a,) = (1, 1.4) as 
required. 
8.9. From the previous proof we see also that r, = 1. Indeed, 
assume that r, = - 1. Then 8.8(b) gives - & qzo + To qi6 = integer, hence 
1201qzo + q” hence 31q4 + 1. We have clearly 3jq4- 1 hence 
31q4 + 1 - (q4 - l), a contradiction. 
LEMMA 8.10. The restriction of a,,,;, to the unipotent set of G” is zero for 
1 <i<4. 
Proof: Let C, be the C-conjugacy class of sv where s is a semisimple 
element in G whose centralizer is isogenous to SL,(k) x SL,(k) and u is a 
regular unipotent element in Z,(s). According to Steinberg [22], if w is a 
standard Coxeter element, B acts simply transitively on the intersection 
C, n BwB. Hence (C, n BwB)~ is a single B’ orbit. Let g E (C, n BwB)C 
According to the proof of [ 15, IV 21.121, for 1 < i 6 4, AgS i, is a cuspidal 
character sheaf with support C, and whose restriction to C, ‘is (up to shift) 
an irreducible noncostant G equivariant local system 6’(j). It is easy to 
check that F*&(“z 8”‘; we can choose the isomorphism so that it induces 
q4 x identity on the stalk at g. This induces an isomorphism 
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F*A,, i, - A,, [t 
using ’ the 
(hence a mixed structure on A,,,;,) and one can check, 
method of proof of Lemma 21.11 in [ 15, V], that the 
corresponding invariant < (see 3.5) is equal to 1. Let c, = x,,~,;~ (a class 
function on GF), 1 < i 6 4. Note that E, is concentrated on Cy‘. One checks 
either directly or using [ 15, V 25.71 that (si, E,) = 6,, (inner product ( , ) as 
in 3.2). Let H= {gEGlgsgP’=s’,j= 1, 2, 3, or 4). Then H contains Z(s) 
as a subgroup of_index 4. Let F, be the restriction of ej to H’. One can verify 
that si = ind$ (ei) and that 5E,, E, - E, are virtual representations of H”. It 
follows that 5si, ei - &j (1 d i,j < 4) are virtual representations of G”. Since 
(si, si) = 6,, we see that there exist virtual representations p, (1 6 i6 4) of 
G’ such that pi or -p, is an irreducible representation and E, - E, = p, - p,, 
for all i, j. 
Now, let (x, a) E JY(G~) be such that pY,O is in the principal series. From 
3.6(a) and the orthogonality relations [15, V 25.71 we have 
(63 Pw) = (XApj.;” PC,) = ih i’): t-x> 41 
Hence we have 
E,=~P,,,-fP,,;.l+jP,,,~-fP,,j.3-~P,,,, +&i (16i64), 
where 6: is a linear combination of irreducible representations other then 
principal series of form P.~,~. We have E; - E: = p, -pi for all i,j, and 5s: is a 
virtual representation. It follows that 
i::=p,+;tp, +Pz+P3+PJ+E:l, 
where c is an integer and E:) is orthogonal to p, , p2, p3, pd. Note also that 
(E:, 8:) = $ hence (1 + (~/5))~ + 3(~/5)~ <$; it follows that c= - 1. It also 
follows that (&I’, E,“) = fr for all i,j. Since 5s: is a virtual representation, we 
must have E: = 4 ps where f ps is an irreducible representation. By [6, 9.16 
and 4.21 the character of RG,( 1) is constant on Cf for any maximal torus T 
defined over Fq; hence it is orthogonal to Ed. If P~-,~ is in the principal series, 
then A., is a linear combination of RG,( 1) (by [ 13, 4.231) hence fi-:0 is 
orthogonal to E,; note also that fi,,, is orthogonal to pi-p, smce 
p, - pi= E, - E,~ (1 6 i, j,<4). Now, we write explicitly the condition that 
jjKi,, is orthogonal to 
note that the inner products of br,, with p ,,,, P~,~I ,..., pg5,,, are explicitly 
known; they are given by the corresponding (:} for the indices. Hence, if 
we set (b ,,,, pi)=a (1 <i64), @,,,,ps)=b, we get 
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From [13, 4.231 we see that for an irreducible representation p (not of 
form kg in the principal series) the value (b,,, , p) is one of 0, b, f, b, t, &, 
&; moreover each of the values $, A, & is taken at most three times. In 
particular a must be one of 0, + i, + 4, f t. It follows that u = 3, h = A. It 
also follows that pl, pz, pX, p4 are (up to order) pns is (1 < i < 4) and ps is 
pI )j. Thus a,, E*, Ed, sq are (up to order) @ns.i,. 
&potent elements, the lemma follows. 
‘Since si are zero on 
8.11. Proof of Theorem 8.6. 
From 3.6(a) we have 
where the mixed structures are as in 3.2, 8.8, 8.9, 8.10. From 8.7(b) we have 
pg5,1= 1 ug,> 1):(X,~)}~.r,o+~~l,;.4-- c bn5.;‘. 
(J, a)t.l(Z5) I <is4 
We substract these equalities term by term and take into account that 
~~,,,Iq~=fi~,~l%~ (see 8.3(b) and [13, 4.231) that x,+;,I@~F=O and that 
fins,i,14?!F=0 (see 8.10); we get: 
(a) ~l,i41~~=XA,.,41~~~. 
Using [ 1.5, V 25.71 we see that (x~,,;~, x~,,,~) = 1. Moreover, by a known 
property of the pairing { , } on J(G5), we have (fi,,;!, pl.j.4) = 1. Thus 
IG”l~ ’ 1 Ix~,,,4g)12 = 1, lG”l Pi c IWg, P,,P)I’ = 1, 
,qEGk REcP 
where I j denotes complex absolute values. Substracting the last two 
equalities and using (a) and xA,,,4(g) = 0 for g non-unipotent we find 
It follows that Tr(g, @,,r4) = 0 for g E G’ non-unipotent. Again, using (a) we 
see that fi,,j.4=~A,,i4, and it remains to apply Lemma 8.8. This completes 
the proof. 
8.12. The analogue of Theorem 8.6 for G of type F, or G, can be 
proved along similar lines. In the case of exceptional groups in good 
characteristic the restriction Nlq - 1 in 8.1 can be removed, by exploiting 
the identity 3.6(a) in more cases. This would lengthen somewhat he proof 
of 8.4; note that in the proof of 8.6, the hypothesis Nlq - 1 has only been 
used in reference to 8.4. 
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